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DEAR READER,
In this issue, we focus our attention on testing, analysis, and diagnosis. We
first consider the bigger picture and focus on ways to approach fault finding.
Following on from his presentation at our Big Weekend training event in
November, Gareth Davies provides a recap (from page 13) and expands on
his five-stage process used when assessing vehicle faults in his workshop, to
promote first-time fixes that benefit the bottom line, workshop efficiency,
personal satisfaction, and customer experience.
We challenge readers to test their analytical skills as we launch Autotech
2022 – can you crack the P0303 fault code in our new online assessment?
Find out more from page 8.
The magazine is full of practical workshop tips and best practice advice
within our technical features, courtesy of Rob Marshall, which begin on
page 25. He asks quality parts manufacturers about checks that should
be performed on the braking system, quizzes NGK about non-invasive
diagnosis methods for ignition issues, oil analysis and filter inspection.
In addition to our regular features of new car technology (page 20) and new
products (page 58) we have an interview with Ian Robertson, MD of The
Garage Whitburn, from page 52, and discover their award-winning attitude
to customer service, his views on the challenges the trade currently faces
and their unique pricing structure that has placed the issue of parts quality
centre stage with customers.
Last, but not least, details of an impressive new life coaching service funded
by charity Ben can be found on page 62.
Autotechnician will be on the road visiting
workshops after Easter, so please get in touch
if you’d like to share your story over a cuppa.

ROB MARSHALL, TECHNICAL EDITOR

Have a great month.

NATHAN WISE, DIGITAL BRAND MANAGER
Nathan@autotechnician.co.uk

NICOLA ST CLAIR
EDITOR

MIKE SMITH, EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
admin@autotechnician.co.uk
CONTRIBUTORS: Des Davies, Gareth Davies

To ensure you continue to receive the magazine, register here:
https://autotechnician.co.uk/subscribe

Subscription to the magazine is free to those who fulfil the publisher’s criteria. UK independent workshops can subscribe at www.autotechnician.co.uk/subscribe. Nine issues will be
published throughout 2022 and will be mailed out free of charge to qualifying readers - you must work in a UK independent workshop, have buying responsibility and reside in the UK. Those
who do not meet the qualifying criteria can request to receive a link to the digital issue free of charge or can opt to pay £25 for an annual subscription to receive an issue in the post.
All material, unless otherwise stated, is the copyright of Aftermarket Media Solutions Ltd and reproduction in whole or in part of any text, photograph or illustration, without prior written
permission of the publishers, is prohibited. While all due care is taken to ensure the content of Autotechnician is accurate, the publishers cannot accept liability for omissions or errors. Any
written material or pictures supplied by contributors are published in good faith and on the understanding they are free from any copyright or other restrictions.
Published by: Aftermarket Media Solutions Ltd, The Joiners Shop, Historic Dockyard Chatham, Kent ME4 4TZ
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industry
REGISTRATION NOW OPEN FOR UK GARAGE AND BODYSHOP EVENT

The new UK Garage and Bodyshop Event, presented
by Automechanika, takes place 8-9 June at the NEC
Birmingham and the format will enable technicians from
the garage and bodyshop sector to engage directly with
the latest training, technology and tools.
The latest additions to its training partners and exhibitors
include Platinum Partners, LKQ Euro Car Parts, Bilstein Group
(Blue Print & febi Bilstein) and Castrol, with their ambassador
partner, The Race Group. They join other event partners
Autogem, Automotive Alliance Group (Group Auto), Bosch
Automotive Aftermarket UK, Bosch Car Service, Dayco Europe,
Liqui Moly UK, Snap-on Diagnostics, Thatcham Research, The
Tool Connection and ZF [pro]Tech, along with a growing
exhibitor list of 50+ suppliers to the UK garage and bodyshop
sectors.

INDUSTRY

ZF[pro]Tech, one of the first sponsors for the event, explains:
‘This event gives us a great opportunity to engage directly
with our customers at a time where such support is much
needed. With so much change and development taking place
in our industry, it is imperative we take a proactive approach
in regards to delivering training, advice and support to our
networks, ensuring our industry is equipped to face the future.’
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The event has the full weight of the industry behind it, backed
by the industry associations including GEA, HEVRA, IAAF, IGA,
IMI, NBRA, School of Thought, SMMT & The Motor Ombudsman,
and is set to be the event for the aftermarket in 2022.
“With industry skills at the top of the IMI’s agenda, we are
delighted to be supporting a national event dedicated to the
garage and bodyshop sector,” explained Steve Scofield, Head

of Business Development at the Institute of the Motor Industry.
“We are planning a strong presence, supporting the expert-led
training programmes and addressing the widening skills gap.
In particular, we are excited to have the opportunity to talk to
those working in garages and bodyshops about the immense
career opportunities that electric vehicles, ADAS and other
automotive innovations offer for those with the right skills,
with IMI TechSafe providing the industry standard. The event
presents an important opportunity for the aftermarket to come
together and take our industry forward and we are proud to be
supporting it.”
The event is designed around a highly interactive format.
Visitors will have free access to three technical hubs
delivering 60+ sessions on expert training and advice, as
well as interactive feature areas including a Collision Repair
Demonstration Zone, Modern Workshop Showcase and a
Garage Equipment Showcase. A further three networking
areas will provide visitors access to leading industry experts
and business advice to ensure the event is a one-stop shop
for every business need, from both a technical and business
management perspective.
Visit autotechnician's informal networking lounge at
the UK Bodyshop & Garage Event on stand G40 – meet
industry experts and further advance your training and
knowledge!
Visitor registration for free tickets is available now at:
www.ukgaragebodyshopevent.com

NEARLY 50,000 TECHS HAVE YET TO COMPLETE
MOT ANNUAL ASSESSMENT
As the 31st March MOT tester Annual Assessment deadline
approaches, the Institute of the Motor Industry (IMI) is calling
on MOT testers to stay compliant by prioritising their annual
assessment. The DVSA has confirmed it will not be extending
the annual training year this year and the DVSA data reveals that
approximately 50,000 testers have yet to complete their Annual
Assessment.
Chris Price, head of MOT policy at the DVSA, said: “For the past
couple of years, we have extended the annual training year in
order to help the industry recover from Covid 19, however this
year things are much improved, and we will not be extending
the annual training year. If you have not completed this year’s
annual training by midnight Thursday 31 March 2022 you will be
suspended from testing.”
To ease the administrative process of meeting the March
deadline, the IMI’s MOT Training and Assessment package offers
a 3-hour e-Learning training module that can be completed in
bite-size chunks. Uniquely, it also gives testers the opportunity
to take the assessment twice if they’re not happy with their
score after their first attempt. This is particularly important as
the DVSA now requires a pass rate of 80%. To find out more, visit
www.theimi.org.uk/mot-quals/.
Steve Scofield, Head of Business Development at the IMI, said:
“The workload of MOT testers remained heavy throughout
2021 as the nation juggled lockdowns, further restrictions and
absenteeism as a result of the pandemic. And this has continued
into 2022, with many still working full throttle to ensure their
customer MOT renewals are met in time.
“The knock-on effect is that prioritising the MOT tester Annual
Assessment is falling short… The reality is that if an MOT

tester fails to meet the MOT Annual Assessment deadline of
31st March, they will not be able to legally conduct any MOT
work from the 1st April onwards, until training and assessment
has been carried out. Indeed, they will need to be able to
competently demonstrate to a DVSA representative their ability
to carry out an MOT assessment on a vehicle, which will be
conducted face-to-face at the tester’s place of work. In short,
failing to complete the assessment in time could have serious
consequences both for garage income and road safety.”

CAN YOU CRACK THE P303 FAULT CODE?
Technicians can access a brand-new technical assessment online as autotech 2022
officially launches, with the backing of sponsors ACtronics, Delphi, febi bilstein, JLM
Lubricants and VARTA.
Log in, or register if new, at https://autotechnician.co.uk/registration/ to access a free
resource of multiple-choice assessments. Find out more from page 8.

IS YOUR EQUIPMENT ENGINEER

GEA ACCREDITED?

www.gea.co.uk

GEA ACCREDITED ENGINEER
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456

The Garage Equipment Association

The Upholders of Industry standards since 1945

For peace of mind always use a
Garage Equipment Association
member.
GEA accredited engineers work to an
industry code of conduct. Your
assurance their skills and knowledge
have been independently assessed.

Ask your engineer for his accreditation card !

INDUSTRY

Name
Company
Discipline
Exp Date
ID Number
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DELPHI TECHNOLOGIES ACADEMY
TRAINING COURSES NOW EARN INDUSTRY
RECOGNISED CREDITS
Delphi Technologies has enhanced its e-learning platform with
new modules and technicians can now earn credits towards an
industry-leading accreditation.
Every course available on Delphi Technologies’ training
platform – whether taken digitally online or practically at one
of the company’s training facilities – now earns credits towards
the Institute of the Motor Industry’s Continuing Professional
Development (IMI CPD) programme.
CPD is a mandatory requirement for members on the IMI
Professional Register, making it an ideal way to ensure
technicians’ skills are armed with the latest techniques and
competencies, while delivering confidence to consumers that
they are receiving the best possible service.

SECURING ACCESS TO DATA
The Independent Garage Association (IGA) is
launching GarageSafe later this year to establish and
maintain access to security level vehicle information
for independent garages, and is based on America’s
successful National Automotive Service Task Force, which
has security and key coding information for many vehicle
manufacturers. The IGA will establish this online gateway
in the UK that will supply information to certified
garages.
This will be complimented by a recently introduced “right
to repair” bill in America that will ensure independent
garages have the same levels of access to repair and

Typically, membership requires accruing 30 credits over a
three-year period – equivalent to attending circa four days of
training per year – to maintain registered professional status,
with a dedicated MyCPD online portal available to access
24/7 to track progress and log CPD credits once they’ve been
awarded.
Delphi Technologies’ approach to combining both practical
and digital learning means that students attending a hybrid
course will earn CPD credits for both the online pre-learning
stage as well as the practical face-to-face course.
The e-learning platform has been updated with three new
modules, each focusing on vehicle electrics and diagnostic
procedures. The new courses cover how to test for a bad earth/
short circuit/parasitic drain, encompassing three invaluable
and frequently needed skills for any vehicle technician.
https://academy.delphiautoparts.com

maintenance information as dealerships, providing
consumers with more options to choose where to go for
repairs.
Stuart James, IGA Chief Executive, comments: “Securing
access to information for the independent sector has
been a very long drawn out challenge, and it is now
more important than ever with advances in technology
that the independent sector can continue to access this
information.”
“Consumers must have the freedom to choose where
to maintain and repair their vehicles and GarageSafe
provides a pioneering solution, taking another step
forward in quality and reassurance for consumers who
choose a reputable independent garage.”

EVIDENCE OF VM'S MISINTERPRETING BLOCK
EXEMPTION REGULATIONS BUILDS
The European Commission is proposing to extend the UK Motor
Vehicle Block Exemption Regulations, MVBER, until 2028 – and
slightly revise the accompanying guidelines following a review
process. The UK version of MVBER expires in May 2023 and so
attention now turns to the UK government as UK AFCAR gathers
increasing evidence that demonstrates Vehicle Manufacturers
(VMs) and their authorised networks are ‘misinterpreting’ the
current regulations.

INDUSTRY

UK AFCAR, the new UK automotive lobbying group comprising
automotive trade associations and commercial organisations,
will call for the MVBER to be modernised in-line with technical
and digital enhancements within the modern vehicle.
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In recent months, UK AFCAR has received information on the
prevention of access to technical information for independent
garages and an unwillingness to investigate customer issues,
once the vehicle has been worked on by the independent
aftermarket within the warranty period.
Mark Field, IAAF Chief Executive, said: “We welcome the
news from the European Commission and will lobby the
UK government to follow suit. We shall also call for greater
enforcement of the regulations as the reality is that there is a lack

of understanding on the interpretation of the legislation, with
many issues falling into ‘grey areas’ or being applied incorrectly.
“This is not in the spirt of the legislation and co-operation needs
to happen so that motorists can continue to access local and
affordable independent garages that have access to the right
parts, tools and technical information.
“Lack of co-operation, prevention of access and unreasonable
costs all place additional barriers and burdens on the
aftermarket in its position as the leading provider to motorists
for service, repair and maintenance of vehicles. Ultimately, the
motorist loses out and we will make this clear to government
through our work as part of UK AFCAR.”

WE UNDERSTAND
CAR ELECTRONICS

REMANUFACTURING OF
ELECTRONICS CAR COMPONENTS
Let’s keep it cost effective & reliable
WWW.ACTRONICS.CO.UK

01206 849920
WWW.ACTRONICS.CO.UK
01206 849920

Flex your tech skills
in 2022!
Now in its sixth year, autotech has provided technicians
with the means to assess their knowledge and diagnostic
process using free, online assessments, and delivered
technical information to address any shortfall within
autotechnician magazine, online and digital media, at
its live ‘Big Weekend’ training events and via its autotech
online technical videos on YouTube.

AUTOTECH 2022

An evolving bank of online assessments created by
independent automotive trainers are available free of charge
to technicians. Topics covered include: The Selective Catalytic
Reduction system, Hybrid & EV technology, Testing electrical
components,Oscilloscope use, Common sensors used in spark
ignition engine management systems, LIN Bus, CAN Bus, as
well as an ignition and diesel case study.
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To access the existing bank of 14 tests, all you need to do is
enter a few brief details about yourself at
https://autotechnician.co.uk/registration, we’ll verify your
email address then you’re in! Simply log in if you have been
previously registered.

Media Partner:
AUTOTECH 2022 is sponsored by:

Visit our
informal networking
lounge at the UK
Bodyshop & Garage
Event at the NEC June
8-9 on stand G40 – mee
t
industry experts and
further advance
your training and
knowledge!

The online test is completely confidential and you’ll receive
your scores and correct answers to see the areas which you
perhaps fell down on. Explanations of each answer are also
provided. The online resource is refreshed regularly and
will include questions for all levels of ability from those just
entering the world of advanced repair to top techs.
Keep an eye out in the magazine and on social media for
further incentives to take a quiz!
“ACtronics are pleased to be continuing our sponsorship with
Autotech for 2022. As the market leaders in remanufacturing
electronic automotive components, not only do we offer a
first-class solution for garages, but we also support first class
training and technical support for the automotive trade. It’s
more important than ever for technicians to have access to
world-class training and ACtronics are very happy to work
alongside Autotech to provide this. It’s important that we all
work together to futureproof garages ready for the changes
ahead.”
“Blue Print and febi are thrilled to be sponsoring Autotech
again in 2022. We understand the pressure on technicians to
keep ahead of the ever-changing world of vehicle repairs and
components. autotech allows us to share technical information
directly with the best technicians in the industry, enabling
them to stay one step ahead and continue to provide efficient
professional repairs.”

“Delphi Technologies is delighted to have renewed its
sponsorship of Autotech in 2022. As a pioneer of OE technology,
we are in the perfect position to support technicians through
the new challenges that they are facing. Whether it be the
servicing of hybrid and electric vehicles or the calibration of
ADAS components, Delphi Technologies offers the training,
diagnostics, and technical support to guide technicians
through the challenge.”

Can you crack the P0303 fault code?
Challenge your diagnostic process and system knowledge
with our brand-new multiple choice autotech assessment
available at https://autotechnician.co.uk/registration/. The
confidential assessment is presented as a case study, centring
around the P0303 fault code. The questions are structured
to reflect a real-life fault within the workshop and have been
designed to examine your procedures, diagnostic tool use,
in addition to your knowledge of gasoline direct injection
systems and coil-on-plug ignition systems.
To access this new test, and a further 13, all you need to do is
enter a few brief details about yourself at
https://autotechnician.
co.uk/registration, we’ll
verify your email address then
you’re in! Or simply log in if
you have been previously
registered.

“Sponsoring Autotech is a perfect fit. JLM Lubricants’ products,
including the pioneering DPF range and professional DPF
cleaning toolkit, have been developed for the trade, are
tested by the trade and supported with technical information
and training via the JLM Academy plus the extensive suite
of online training videos – created by mechanics working
in a diagnostics’ driven environment. Contact Kalimex UK
distributors of JLM products for anything JLM related, including
technical questions and training.”

"VARTA Batteries are delighted to be sponsoring Autotech
once again in 2022. VARTA the world’s largest automotive
battery manufacturer works closely with nearly all vehicle
manufacturers to supply their batteries as original equipment.
The very same batteries are delivered into the aftermarket, so
when replacing the original battery with a VARTA, you can be
sure it’s a like-for-like quality. The team at VARTA will be onhand at Autotech’s Big Weekend later this year to discuss the
latest developments in battery technology.”

Get your technical fix on YouTube!
September gathering

If you would like to know as soon as the dates are
confirmed and one & two-day subsidised tickets are
available, simply email Nicola@autotechnician.co.uk

Search forautotechnician magazine on
www.youtube.com or visit the channel
directly on www.youtube.com/channel/
UCVpRBsEJ89t3Tfh8JrsBOxw

AUTOTECH 2022

autotechnician will bring a group of technicians,
workshop owners, trainers and aftermarket suppliers
together again this September to share ideas, inspire
and have some fun whilst learning about emerging
technology and new opportunities. Content will also be
devoted to the fundamentals that underpin success.

autotechnician has created seven technical videos
with the help of Andy Crook, Darren Darling, HEVRA’s
Pete Melville, Matt Cleevely and autotech sponsors.
These include presentations on scoping techniques,
EV thermal management, ADAS recalibration,
preparing for EV business, battery testing, wheel
bearing replacement and DPF issues.
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Remanufacturing at ACtronics: Not just a repair
job, but a high-quality A-to-Z solution
The complexity of modern vehicles makes it increasingly
difficult for a car mechanic to determine the cause of a
technical problem. That’s why at ACtronics remanufacturing
is seen not as a product but as a service whereby we gladly
support the entire process from diagnosis to test drive. We are
happy to share our knowledge in the form of technical advice
from our product specialists, but also by publishing various
supporting documents. So, with this concept in mind, let’s walk
through our remanufacturing process.

AUTOTECH SPONSOR FOCUS

Diagnosis and removal
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As mentioned above, modern vehicle technology can be quite
complex. And while training options are endless, you just can’t
know every little detail. So, when things get difficult, wouldn’t
it be useful to have a specialist like ACtronics as a partner, who
can help you both diagnose and solve the problem?
It was precisely this thought that prompted us to start making
technical documentation. Besides the countless online articles
and fault code lists on our website, we’ve also launched two
diagnostic guides: a 120+ page book about transmission
control units and a 150+ page one about the ABS/ESP braking
system. It contains technical information, diagnosis tips and
instructions how to remove and re-install the part properly.
Our customers can download or order a copy in their online
account. This initiative has been so well received that we will
be developing other editions in the future.
Of course, when documentation isn’t sufficient, you can always
call customer service. Our product specialists will help you out.

Two diagnostic guides are available on transmission control
units and the ABS/ESP braking system, containing technical
information, diagnosis tips and instructions on how to remove and
re-install the part properly

Packing and sending: The start of a well-organised
process
When determined the part is faulty, the next thing to do is
packing and sending it to ACtronics. Because our process is
largely automated, this is a very important part of the process.
It basically consists of 4 simple steps:
1. Register the part for remanufacturing on our website
2. Print out the Remanufacturing Order Form
3. Pack the part
4. Send the package

Final inspection

As an alternative to step 4:
Choose the ACtronics pickup service and we’ll have the
package collected from your
workshop.

No part will be shipped back to the customer unless a
successful final inspection is completed. It uses the same
automated script as entry testing, but the part will also
undergo a visual quality control.

Stay informed online
From here on everything is
taken care of for you. The
current status can be tracked
in real time on ‘my account’
at our website and you will
also receive status updates by
email. Of course, we will always
contact you should anything
particular arise.

Back into the car: plug-and-play?
And that’s it, just put the part back into the car and the job is
done. But is it?

During the testing phase, a part
performs an automated script
(simulation) to expose any
underlying issues

Testing, repairs and final inspection
Why would you limit to repair if there is a better alternative like
remanufacturing? Let’s explain this statement a little, because
there are some major differences between the two. Where a
repair could be explained as a single action, remanufacturing
is like a whole process. At ACtronics it consists of testing, all
recommended repairs (not only the one that solves the current
problem) and a final inspection.

ACtronics launched two fully automated remanufacturing lines
last year

Testing

Software updates
As is the case with PC’s and mobile phones, the electronics
used in the automotive sector are also increasingly provided
with software updates. This has to do with ensuring the
existing functionality, but also with tightening up on
environmental requirements or solving any problems found.
Unfortunately, you will lose these updates as soon as a new
component has to be installed. Of course, it’s possible to
update these parts, but the procedures for doing so can be
cumbersome. All of which makes remanufacturing a very
interesting option.
Installation instructions
However, even putting back a part without programming and
updating can be a complex process. To help you further and
provide you with information after the remanufacture has
been completed, we will supply you an installation instruction
if necessary. And of course, you can also use our diagnostic
guides.
The end-result: an eco-friendly solution and a satisfied
end customer
So, all things considered, remanufacturing at ACtronics really
is a great solution. Choosing remanufacturing is a good step
towards a circular economy and as a bonus, remanufacturing
also reduces costs in comparison to replacing the part for a
new one. And that in turn has a positive effect on the overall
repair costs: a satisfied end customer.

All recommended repairs
At ACtronics quality is top priority. This is reflected in the way
we perform our repairs as well. Each remanufacturing solution
has its own protocols and where possible improvements
are made. We’ve even launched two fully automated
remanufacturing lines last year, using vapor phase soldering,
pick and place machines and glue robots. We are very proud to
have come this far, but of course we’ll keep on improving.

The automated
remanufacturing lines use
vapor phase soldering

AUTOTECH SPONSOR FOCUS

In general, any weaknesses in an electronic component do
not always appear during the preproduction test period, but
only after several years of everyday use. Because manufacturers
have already shifted their focus to newer products by then,
these weaknesses are often no longer corrected. This presents
an opportunity for remanufacturing specialists like ACtronics,
because they can analyse these weaknesses in detail and
improve the product where necessary. In many instances, a
remanufactured product is therefore even more reliable than
a new one. This is also the main reason why we have a testing
phase at ACtronics, where a part performs an automated script
(simulation) that will expose any problems. Any underlying
issues will certainly be noticed.

Encrypted components
For various reasons, car manufacturers are increasingly
encrypting electronic components. This is making it
increasingly difficult to replace these parts. The notification/
introduction of a new component often requires special
(expensive) equipment as well as specialist knowledge of the
procedures to be carried out. In these cases, it is therefore
much easier to have the defective part remanufactured
because it preserves existing configurations and minimises
the need for re-learning. This saves valuable time and is
a lot simpler to do! So yes, in most cases putting back a
remanufactured part is plug-and-play.
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BOOK YOUR TICKETS TO
THE BIG AWARDS 2022!

theBIGawards.org.uk

BRITISH
INDEPENDENT GARAGE
OF THE YEAR AWARDS

2022

A five-stage process from
fault to fix

Following on from his presentation
at autotechnician’s Big Weekend in
November, Gareth Davies provides
a recap and expands on the benefits
of having a process when it comes to
assessing vehicle faults in the workshop

In days of old I think we can all agree our eagerness to be
doing (as technicians by very nature we are doers) has
dictated the path and flow of our regime when approaching
a troublesome vehicle. What I mean by that, is that a tool of
choice is selected from the point at where a vehicle is brought
into the workshop, in preparation for the doing part (figuring
out the problem). This event for a long time may well have
been totally autonomous and dictated by tool availability, it

may have been relevant to the reported symptom, or it may
have been that we always ‘do diagnosis’ this way. The phrase
‘diagnosis’ by the way is not limited to warning lights on the
dashboard or a rough running engine… If you stop and think
about it, that’s the preconditioned autonomy happening again,
isn’t it?
Diagnosis is undertaken on anything that does not work
correctly, does not work as it did (usually after you serviced
it but 8 months later!) it could be a noise, a symptom. So,
diagnosis, in effect, isn’t the culture that’s been bred of
‘plugging in’ and to be doing. Diagnosis is taking steps back
to how it was done way before OBD and taking a note or
two. We are all aware of the variety and proposals out there
from garages for diagnosis, or as I prefer ‘Fault Assessment.’
For example, you can get diagnosis for free in some garages,

DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS

Data is defined as individual facts, statistics, or items of
information (often numeric). In a more technical sense, it is a
set of values of qualitative or quantitative variables about one
or more objects. The statement I put forward to the audience
at the Big Weekend event was ‘We are analysts more than
technicians.’ My question to you is, do you agree? If you don’t,
perhaps you will by the end of this article…

Gareth Davies AAE FIMI,
Euro Performance
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others may charge a set fee for a ’plug in’ or it may be by the
hour, it may be a different hourly rate depending on whether
the special computer has to come out! Should you be charging
less or more than the garage it came from are because they
advocated your services due to having a ‘better computer’?
However you decide as technicians or business owners to
market this service, explain its functions and decide on time
provision is entirely down to what works for you and your
business. But and there is a significant but, when you have
understood your offering/pitch, then you have a start point
for your diagnostic process. This is the reason the diagnostic
process really begins before you’ve even met the customer.
At this point, some of you may be saying ‘I’m a oneman band/a small garage, process sounds long-winded
and difficult or needless to implement.’ It need not be
difficult… Most of you, whether you identify it or not,
will have a process to some extent, and now would be a
good time to stress test or review it.
Your offering: This should be clear and concise, staged, and
progressive, and represent value for money for the customer
and the business. There is no such thing as a free lunch in life
so how accurate and detailed will the free diagnosis be? Well,
short lived in business terms if it covers those bases and does
not make it up in the repair structure. Some people offer this
service, we used to in fact. Why would you though? A business
requires reinvestment for training, tooling, and development.
Fault assessment should always be charged for, regardless of
repair structure and outcome.

DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS

‘Plug ins’: How much value is here for the business and the
customer? It may be a decent return for one party but not
the other. Consider this method redundant. It will lead to
inaccurate hypothesis on what’s wrong and will leave the
customer wanting. Reading faults and issuing a printout in
my opinion no longer has a value. Its robotic and yields little
to no result. Identify your customer at the enquiry stage as to
whether they seek conclusions. This may be less of a challenge
for regular customers or have previously been through the
process, but for new custom opportunities, this is a great way
to set the stall out early for what your process offers, and what
they may gain for the appropriate fee.
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Appropriate fee: This is variable and dependent on
geography, tests to be carried out, approach, previous success
rate repute, previous investigation/interference by others etc.
This may sound slightly uncouth, but we need to appreciate
the talent value – the potential effort or challenge within
the presented task and the value we may be offering. An
example would be as crude as analysing my business’s fault
assessment cost vs a local franchised dealer. In raw outlay,
they are cheaper (GASP!) Does it mean we don’t carry out
many fault assessments? Of course not. We have a shorter
lead time, we do more than a franchise does for the fee, we
have available loan cars, we use methods not used within a
dealer (simulation/substitution) and we have better customer
service. Whatever the reason, price has to some customers,
but not all, become irrelevant. It doesn’t mean they are
being overcharged or we’re taking the mick, there is just an
underlying appreciation for what we do, how we do it, and so
on. All of this stems from the diagnostic process.

“A business requires
reinvestment for
training, tooling, and
development. Fault
assessment should
always be charged for,
regardless of repair
structure and outcome.”

OK so back to the nitty gritty. Establish where your process is or
isn’t at. This is back of fag packet stuff and nothing more now.
Set out bullet points that cover all that is to be achieved and
what you may need to achieve this, such as resources, tooling,
time provision and charges.

Step 1 Customer interrogation
This is vital. In order for you to solve the problem accurately,
timely, and as ‘eyes wide open’ as possible, you need to spend
some time with the customer beyond taking the keys from
them at the drop-off point. This may be time we may not think
we have or need, but I assure you it is time spent well here.
Depending on the setup of the garage, it maybe you and only
you, or it may be cascaded via front of house, workshop control
etc. By creating a diagnostic questionnaire, you can fact find
without too much effort. Populate a short form that includes
all the questions you want answers to as a technician assessing
a fault. Topic areas could include some/all or anything you feel
relevant similar to the document Figure 1, overleaf.
You can be savvy with your time and send these electronically
by email before the scheduled appointment, so that data
acquisition is already taking place before the job is in the
workshop. It gives freedom for the customer to play their part
in telling you as much as they can (urging them of the reasons
why this will help everyone) and even if handwritten but
scanned in by them or at point of drop off, it is great reference
material. It is preferable to a quick chat at drop off when you
can forget what they said, or it becomes diluted when passed
from front of house to the workshop. If you have these clues
before seeing the vehicle, you can already get the cogs turning
in your analytic mind as to a ‘sportsman’s’ hypothesis on the
area of concern. You can think on it if nothing more, but it can
be really helpful.
Finally, this form is also rather useful for reminding of some
basic, but often forgotten, customer prerequisites such as
previous history (i.e., already had parts replaced), servicing
state, minimum fuel level requirements for testing etc. How
many of you bring cars in for testing and find the fuel light on
or five miles to empty?

• Sickness, holiday, training days
and business peaks cover
• Fully qualified and vetted vehicle
technicians and MOT testers
• Contracts lasting from one day
to six months at a time
• UK-wide network of over 450
contractors
• Flexible work patterns: early, late,
night & weekend shifts

SHORT-STAFFED?
WE PROVIDE RELIABLE
TEMPORARY COVER FOR
ABSENT VEHICLE
TECHNICIANS AND
MOT TESTERS.

Contact us today to book
temporary cover!
Tel: 01234 432988
Email: hello@autotechrecruit.co.uk
Web: autotechrecruit.co.uk

• 3 to 12-month paid internships are
a new, risk-free way of bringing
new talent to your garage

NEED FRESH TALENT
FOR YOUR WORKSHOP?
HIRE AN INTERN TO
EVALUATE THEIR
POTENTIAL AS A
PERMANENT EMPLOYEE.

• Vetted candidates with a recent
IMI Level 3 automotive
qualification, equipped with
a starter toolkit, basic safety
workwear and uniform
• An opportunity to assess your
intern’s skills and work ethic before
commiting to bringing them on as
a permanent employee
• We provide your intern with
further relevant training free of
charge
We have interns ready to fill roles.
Get in touch today!
Tel: 01234 432988
Email: hello@autotechacademy.co.uk
Web: autotechacademy.co.uk

Figure 1
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Step 2 Initial inspection, 10-15 minutes
We now take the opportunity to get the vehicle in, get a
battery charger on and carry out an initial system scan of the
vehicle. This can vary, some tools have quick boot and scan
time, others, such as manufacturer tools, can take some time.
Use the time wisely. Let the machine do its thing while you do
yours. Have a quick walk around the car, check tyre condition,
engine oil level, do a battery test (if easily accessible), visual
engine check (obvious split hoses, serious oil leaks etc.) This is a
great habit to get into, it uses the time to good effect and also
helps protect you within your tasks. For example, you wouldn’t
want to potentially carry out a road test with two bald tyres
and engine oil level below minimum, for your own sake, other
road users, and, most importantly, you may well compromise
yourself or the business financially. Currently you have no
measure of the health and integrity of the candidate. It may
also include, depending on the nature of the fault, a pretesting
road test, as for example the issue may solely be under driving
conditions.
Once your systems scan is produced save it, print it (I
recommend two copies – one for the customer’s record
and one to work through, oil fingerprints and all). If you like
to do your bit for the environment, PDF it and log it in a
folder of cases. You could then export all your findings and
digital evidence onto a USB stick or create a cloud link for the
customer. At this stage, I would advise to leave the vehicle as it
is, unless something has turned up during the walkaround and
quick visual, and pull up a pew with a brew for the next step…

“Reading faults and
issuing a printout,
in my opinion, no
longer has a value.
It's robotic and yields
little to no result”

Step 3 Information research, 10 – 25 minutes
This is often an overlooked and under rated step of the
process. It’s back to the doer nature again. We can’t be sat
around staring at a computer screen with a cup of tea in hand,
can we? Why not? I consider this as one of the most vital
steps in identifying: The area of concern; clusters or groups of
faults; the number of faults present; and the relevance of the
area of concern to the reported symptom. Does the reported
symptom match the presented symptom? A tip at this stage
is get some highlighters and highlight clusters that belong
together. i.e., a lambda fault and fuel trim fault at this stage
may be linked, but it will have no obvious relevance to a fuel

✔ IVS 360 : On-Demand, NO limits! Your whole workshop has
unlimited access 100+ Brand Specific Experts.
TM

✔ DrivePro Elite Diagnostic Kit: 60+ vehicle brands covered with
DrivePro and Autocom diagnostics, RAP & Remote Services, plus a
quick link to directly access IVS 360TM.

SCHEDULE A DEMO
sales-uk@opusivs.com
44 (0) 1865 870 060

DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS

Want to reduce repair times in your workshop and get those keys back to your customers
quicker? DrivePro Elite Diagnostic Kit, coupled with IVS 360 TM, provides the ultimate solution for
performing complex vehicle repairs with maximum efficiency, ensuring
technicians can complete repairs quickly, save time and money!

opusivs-uk.com
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flap actuator circuit fault. Your testing will prove if even the
most obscure faults belong to the same family of fault source. If
they don’t, then you are laying the foundations for a thorough
analysis of the vehicle’s issues and ensuring the analysis and
repairs are profitable for the efforts that need to be applied.
How many times did you fix the warning on the dash but were
questioned why you didn’t fix the inoperative cigarette lighter
as part of the repair?
Now, depending on the nature of symptoms and type of fault,
engine running condition, warning lights, body electrical,
this is where the path of this step takes many forms, with too
many eventualities to cover. In terms of process, however, it’s
the point at where you may research the fault code definition.
This may involve the examination of current flow diagrams or
researching technical service bulletins or known fixes. It may
even be that the nature of the fault, its symptoms, and the
known fix, hypothetically require services or intervention that
you don’t currently offer or are capable of. Whilst not ideal, you
can conclude this job, providing great insight to the customer
with your findings. You cannot offer them a solution but can
confirm the solution is X and will require Y to affect it. The value
you sell even off the back of a no-fix solution, saves time, effort
and unnecessary expense for you and the customer and, in
addition, adds credibility to your repute for the transparency.
Let’s say, for example, ‘the issue is currently solved under a
warranty/goodwill measure from the manufacturer’.
If we have not fallen into the above scenario, and we now
know where we are going to test, what we are going to test
and what we are expecting to see as a result, then you can
move on within your process. If you can’t confidently answer
the above, now might be the time to do some on the job or
just in time learning. This is equally as important to the end
outcome for all parties. The reason being, if you are about
to carry out some dismantling, or mild intrusion for testing
purposes, you want to know how to be able to test the circuit
or component, and what to expect from a bad or good result.
Without this, you can fall into a rabbit hole, often born from
(you guessed it) our 'doing' nature. Over the years, and hard
learnings of wasted and improperly charged jobs, I have found
20 minutes researching for 10 minutes accurate testing, is
worth much more in efficient work and results than 10 minutes
ill-thought looking that becomes 4 hours, still with no result.

DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS

Step 4 On-vehicle testing, 15-30 minutes
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You should now have a much clearer picture of the area of
concern, the testing you are going to conduct, the component
locations, the circuit layout, the testing conditions for the
circumstance (freeze frame data states fault occurs at 3,000rpm
and coolant temp of 84 ºC, don’t carry out the testing at idle
from cold), circuit layouts etc. This is the step that takes the
wide spectrum and begins to narrow it right down. It must do
this, even if for multiple fault symptoms or areas of concern,
otherwise you will not be efficient in accurate testing that
creates measurable validated results.
An example that springs to mind would be a Mk5 Golf
indicator problem we troubleshooted a few years ago.
It had been to a few garages and some testing had
been carried out but to no root cause conclusion on
the fault source.

“Most customers
are rational and
understanding. If
the structure of what
you are offering
weighs up as value for
money, charging for
diagnostics should
never be a question you
have to ask yourself.”

The DTC stored in the BCM was open circuit/malfunction of
NSF indicator bulb. The bulb was a simple 21W filament bulb,
and we confirmed it did not light up when the indicator stalk
or hazards were on, and the increased flashes per minute were
present when actuated. In addition, a bulb telltale would reset
with ignition cycle until the light was actuated again. The only
check carried out at this stage was the bulb integrity, which
was confirmed as new, intact, and fitted correctly (Step 2
stage).
The wiring diagram was checked, and test points were created.
The first was at the bulb connection, back probing with a test
light using a back pinning probe at the headlight, flipping
to test positive and ground connection. No output was
confirmed. The second test point was the source of the signal/
instruction, the BCM. Relatively accessible, the same test was
carried out at the BCM and confirmed no instruction output. A
wire test was carried out by isolating the wire from the plug at
the BCM, and a load was driven down it. This crudely confirmed
via a power probe (know when and where to use) I could make
the indicator light up. We confirmed the fault as the BCM itself.
Now we all have that feeling inside of, ‘wow a new BCM for one
light circuit failure, it can’t be right?’ It was, and between the
analysis, evidence and test results, the repair was authorised.
The new part was fitted, and the fix was confirmed. The
degree of nervous emotion when concluding a required repair
becomes less when you can be sure of your testing, approach,
and methods. The wobblier the methods, tests and results are,
the less likelihood there is of a positive fix outcome.
At your testing stage, you may wish to validate your ‘finds’
by means of substitution or simulation. This could take the
form of an overlay in the case of an electrical fault. Always
remember to take the simplest approach to prove the theory.
i.e., a broken wire has been highlighted somewhere between
the bulkhead and the NSR quarter panel, buried in trims, covers
and insulation that will take time to find. If the belief is the wire

is compromised, you could run a back pinning probe and lead
from point A to point B. This will not be pretty, or lasting, but it
only has to be the proof of a fix. The labour that is required to
create the repair will not necessarily be included as part of the
assessment. A tip here is know your fundamentals. Be mindful
of CAN Bus and how it works, be mindful of the size/gauge of
a wire and its reason for being that size. I remember a vehicle
from a very long time ago that had a wiring fault on a lighting
circuit but kept blowing the fuse. The operator saw fit due to
the inconvenience to u-bend a 4-inch nail to replace the fuse
until it was fixed. Unfortunately, the fix in the end required a
new dashboard, fuse box and wiring harness as a result!
Depending on the outcomes of your testing, it is another
good point to begin thinking of the repair structure, and
how suitable your offering is to the repair. For example, if a
component is to be replaced (using the Mk5 Golf example
above) does it require coding or a handshake to commission
and complete the repair to a ‘fully fixed state’. If it does,
between your offering or contacts in the trade, can you
deliver a ‘fixed’ solution under your umbrella and be mindful of
costs, so you are appropriately charging for these efforts and
outsourcing?

Now we all know that a small amount
of solder, a piece of heat shrink and
replacement of a 4-inch section of green
crusty wiring isn’t going to pay the
mortgage. Any repair should be charged
for appropriately, but if you have been
doing free diagnostics up until this point,
the bills aren’t going to be covered. Most
customers are rational and understanding.
If the structure of what you are offering
weighs up as value for money, charging
for diagnostics should never be a question
you have to ask yourself. Likewise,
make sure that the repair is charged
for accordingly. It may be quite labour
intensive, it may be a collection of parts
or processes, make sure the labour times and efforts required
are researched specifically to vehicle application, and that
any associated parts etc. are all accounted for as part of the
estimate.
Project findings, and the evidence of the findings, in a clear and
concise narrative. You don’t need to be the next Tom Clancy, or
Danielle Steele, we’re technicians, but there has to be meat on
the bone to summarise all that’s taken place.
Before submitting anything to the customer, just take another
moment to analyse everything that’s been done. Have you
covered the brief, are you making the customer aware of things
you’ve found or discovered that may be incidental or unrelated
to what they have presented the vehicle for? Are you as the
technician satisfied with all you have done? Furthermore, don’t
be afraid to engage with customers. We’re all mindful of time,
it’s the only commodity we or the businesses we work within
sell, but have you kept track of how much time you may have
spent at each stage here?

Your write up will need to consist of more than a single labour
line detailing ‘Diag – bulb fault.’ The reason being is you’ve done
so much more than that. This is not an exercise to over inflate
charges, but it is a great opportunity to create proper detailed
records for yourself and the team (they may have to look at
another fault on this vehicle in the future) and it will also instill
confidence in a great attention to the customers faults, how
you have accurately pinpointed this issue, and know that
following the outcomes of your assessment tests and methods
they can have a high confidence in the proposed repair.

What I hope has been demonstrated above, is that you
can sell your value and skills, you can offer great customer
service, and you can also troubleshoot some faults,
all whilst earning a fair return for the efforts applied.
I challenge you to evaluate your current process for
assessing faults, and not by adding anything I’ve given
you above, but can anything be improved from your or
your team’s point of view? Can you add value, can you sell
the value – ultimately, continued improvement is always
better for everyone?

Step 5 Repair structure

DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS

This stage of the process is important as the end of the
assessment approaches, but the beginning of the repairs
may commence. I am sure many of you operate only as
diagnosticians, in which case, only proving rather than fixing
is within your offerings. For those of you keen to secure and
facilitate the fixing part (we’re doers so we’ve been gagging
for this bit, right!) then you should begin by summarizing in
reasonable detail, the process so far.

There are variables sure, and I can’t cover every eventuality,
but the above is a guide, food for thought even. Our way
may not be your way, you may feel there is too much, you
may feel there isn’t enough. And the detail here is it needs to
be about you, the business, and the customer. The process
evolves, sometimes in minor detail and sometimes in a major
overhaul. It’s been constructed as a team, over a long period
of time. Some material and ideas are mine; some have been
picked up from spending time with great technicians and great
businesses alike, and the bits we needed have been taken out
and fitted to our process. The process can be handwritten and
laminated, it could be a note on an app on your phone, its not
designed to be complicated, but it should be easily referenced,
drawn on often, and improved as needed.
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4Focus

IN A MINOR BREAK FROM THE NORM, ROB MARSHALL HEADS STATESIDE,
TO EXAMINE THE LATEST NEW CAR TECH INNOVATIONS AT THE CONSUMER
TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION EVENT IN LAS VEGAS

CITROËN AMI – SIMPLE EV TECH
According to Auto Trader, the electric car is increasing the gap
between budget and wealthy motorists, because most interest
in them stems from households earning at least £75,000. This
finding is also echoed in North America. EVs are expensive, due
mainly to the costly technology that underpins them. Ironically,
it could be argued that the high cost of motoring restricts
personal freedoms, especially among teenagers.
With a well-established history of bringing personal transport
to the masses, Citroën is at it again. It sees low-tech micromobility as a potential alternative to public transport, a
category that plugs the gap between motorcycles and
motorcars. It would be easy to criticise the resultant AMI
quadricycle as being slower, less safe and considerably less
capable than a type-approved car, because, well, it is. Ami is
slow (28mph top speed), is exempt from the same crash safety
legislation as a car and its 46 miles range and 8bhp motor are
hardly cutting edge.
At least the Ami is affordable. UK prices are expected to
be around £6,000 and the battery can be recharged from
a domestic 13-Amp socket in only three hours. Fourteen
year-olds can drive it legally in France, although the British
yoof will have to wait a further two years for their coming
of age. With no need to comply with strict safety legislation,
the stylists have been freed to focus on reducing production

costs, minimising
exterior dimensions,
optimising interior packaging and maximising personalisation
opportunities. For instance, the front wings, doors bumpers,
windows, rear quarter panels and undertrays are symmetrical
and, therefore, interchangeable. The firm is also keen to
highlight Ami's customisation options as an advantage over
its competitors, especially Renault's Twizy. A variety of off-theshelf adhesive stickers can be ordered from Citroën and it is
expected that buyers will be able to upload their own designs,
something that may interest businesses. With the standard
vehicle and its load-carrying sister, the AMI Cargo, are expected
to go on UK sale later this spring, AT knows of one garage that
is planning to use one as a promotional courtesy car.

JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE 4XE –
PLUG IN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY
With CES being held in North America, the new owner of Jeep,
Stellantis, highlighted the Grand Cherokee's first Plug-In Hybrid
technology to its domestic market. Called '4xe', (pronounced
"four-by-eee") the running gear produces 375 horsepower, 637
Nm of torque and can manage 25 electric-only miles.

NEW CAR TECH

It combines two electric motors and a 400-volt battery pack with
a 2.0-litre turbocharged, four-cylinder engine and an eight-speed
automatic transmission. The inline-four GDI engine features a
twin-scroll, low-inertia turbocharger, mounted to the cylinder
head. Interestingly, the HVAC air conditioning compressor is powered by the highvoltage system and the circuit is employed to manage battery temperature. The
conventional alternator is replaced with a liquid-cooled starter/generator, which
provides a useful torque boost as well as carrying out the stop-start function.
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A larger, high-voltage motor/generator e-motor is mounted within the transmission, replacing the torque
converter. Two wet clutches control the torque flow between the e-motor and engine. An additional clutch is mounted
between the engine and the e-motor. When the system operates in electric-only mode, the clutch is open, meaning that
there is no mechanical connection between the engine and the e-motor. When the clutch is closed, combined torque
from the 2.0-litre engine and e-motor passes through the automatic transmission.
The 400-volts, 17-kWh battery and the combined battery charger, AC/DC converter and Power Inverter Module are all
mounted beneath the floor pan, protected from physical damage by skid plates. Interestingly, Stellantis says that the
high-voltage electrics are sealed and waterproof, allowing the Jeep Grand Cherokee to wade through water up to a
61cm depth.

BMW IX – E INK
BMW also showcased a means of altering a
vehicle's exterior appearance but the German
method is a little more sophisticated than the
Citroën's individual adhesive stickers. E Ink
comprises one large sticker – known otherwise
as a wrap, applied to all of the outer panels.
Obviously, wraps are available already but
this technology is different. When stimulated
by electrical current, the electrophoretic
technology brings different pigments to the
wrap surface, varying the hue between black
and white. Therefore, E Ink has the potential for
drivers to change the panel shades, whenever
they like.
BMW says that adjusting the shade increases EV range. A lighter one helps to keep the interior cool on
a sunny day, reducing the need for power-sapping air conditioning, whereas a darker shade is beneficial for heat
retention. The company reports that E Ink is extremely energy efficient, because the electrophoretic technology needs
no energy to keep the chosen state constant. Current flows only during the short colour changing phase.
The electrophoretic shading uses the same technology as that used in eReader displays. The surface coating on the wrap
incorporates millions of negatively charged white and positively charged black pigments, each of which possessing a
diameter equivalent to that of a human hair. Stimulating them with an electrical field causes either the white, or the
black, pigments to collect at the surface of the microcapsule, giving the car body the desired shade.
Achieving this effect on a vehicle body involves many laser cut segments to be integrated on the wrap, which are
designed to reflect the panel contours.
Laser cutting technologies guarantee high precision for each segment. Once the power supply for the electrical field is
connected, the whole vehicle is heated to complete the installation.

TOGG – TRANSITION CONCEPT
SMART DEVICE
The Turkish tech start-up, Togg, introduced itself to the world
at the CES, by unveiling its Transition Concept Smart Device,
known otherwise as a show car. The company certainly
has ambitions, by aiming to produce one million EVs by
2030, comprising five models that share the same basic
underpinnings. No technical details of the CES show car are
available, although its handsome styling is reported to have
been penned by Pininfarina. It is unclear whether, or not, this
car (or a close derivative) is scheduled for production.

Of more interest to technicians is that the vehicle maintenance
and parts replacement history will be included in a report
stored on the blockchain database, which cannot be changed.

Togg argues that this will result in a reliable second-hand
market, because it will not be possible to tamper with the
records. Presumably, therefore, it will not be possible to correct
human errors, either...

NEW CAR TECH

Togg sees itself as a technology brand and is partnering with
Ava Labs to launch secure mobility services, powered by smart
contracts, using blockchain database infrastructure. It views
its navigation system as intermodal, meaning that a 'user' can
select different modes of transport in any one journey. As an
example, a smart device (known to you and me as 'a car') can
be parked at a pre-booked EV charging bay and the journey
can be completed with a pre-booked e-scooter and then, a
ride-hailing service (presumably Togg means a taxi). All of this
can be paid for and booked through one service. Whether
users will accept the inconvenience remains to be seen.
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Case study: A lack of information does
not stop Des finding an ABS fault
By Des Davies AAE MIMI,
Top Gear Motor Services
Vehicle: Kia Picanto 1.0 2006, mileage 119,235
Fault: ABS light permanently lit on the dashboard
A customer brought their 2006 Picanto in for a pre-MOT check
and I noticed that the ABS warning light was permanently on.
The customer said they thought this was normal as it had been
displayed on the dashboard for a long time, ever since they
had acquired the vehicle.

CASE STUDY

I connected my scanner to the OBD port and the following
code was retrieved from the ECU:
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C1204 Wheel speed sensor Front-RH Range/
Characteristics/Interrupt
Here are some possible causes for this code:
• Improper installation of the wheel speed sensor
• Abnormal rotor and wheel bearing faults
• Faulty front right wheel Speed Sensor
• Front right wheel speed sensor harness is open or shorted
• Front right wheel speed sensor circuit poor electrical
connection.

A quick visual inspection was carried out to see if there was
anything obvious – something loose or missing, a blown fuse
etc. I again connected my scanner to the EOBD port then road
tested the vehicle to confirm the fault and to see if there were
other issues related to this fault code. I discovered that the R/F
wheel speed sensor output was intermittent at higher speeds.
I found no Autodata information available for this ABS system,
so I had to use my knowledge and experience gained from
previous ABS testing methods.

Test your
Knowledge

NOW!

There is a brand-new test to get your teeth
into! This case study centres around a P0303
fault code. It examines procedures, diagnostic
tool use, knowledge of gasoline direct
injection systems and coil-on-plug ignition
systems. Head to www.autotechnician.co.uk/
registration to take the quiz and test your
knowledge now!

Currently there are 14 quizzes available for you to get your
teeth stuck into, designed by independent trainers for all
levels of experience and we have just included a new case
study that centres around a P0303 fault code. It examines
procedures, diagnostic tool use, knowledge of gasoline direct
injection systems and coil-on-plug ignition systems.
So why not benchmark your skills and see if you are as
good as you think you are?
• They are completely free
• Registration is quick and simple at:
www.autotechnician.co.uk/registration
• You receive instant results emailed directly to your inbox
• Supporting information is given to explain the answers
• The assessments are completely confidential
• Assessments suit all levels of ability.
Simply fill out a brief registration form and you can take all
the tests at your own pace.

It’s a
no brainer!

Head to w
ww.autote
chnician.
co.uk/reg
istration to
register
for the qu
izzes.
Good luck
and have
fun!
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Test of the known
good ABS sensor
circuit L/H front
wheel

The plot thickens
After cleaning the dirt and corrosion from the R/H front ABS
reluctor ring I discovered it was loose on the CV joint. When
the drive shaft was spinning at a faster speed, the ring was
not turning at the same speed as the drive shaft and the
other three wheels, which then triggered the ABS light on the
dashboard as the ECU thought that the wheel was slowing
down and locking up.
Below shows the split reluctor ring.

This system was an active sensor braking system, as I
discovered whilst testing the wheel speed sensor circuit using
my trusted digital multimeter. I had no fault codes for the front
left-hand side wheel speed sensor, and trying to work smarter
and not harder, I decided this would be a good starting point,
testing the known good circuit.
The yellow wire was the sensor feed and the switching signal
wire. The sensor signal was 11.71V at the known good side,
the left-hand side front wheel, and the black wire ground was
0.71V, this was a little bit higher than I would like to see at
around 0.02V. However, it is being grounded through the ABS
ECU, and I have seen them a lot higher with no faults on the
system, so I was not too concerned at that moment, but I kept
this in mind.

Waveform of the known good side L/H front WSS connector

It was now time to turn my attention to the R/H front ABS
sensor circuit – the sensor signal was 11.8V and the black wire
ground 0.71V. A quick and easy check of the circuit I use to
confirm that the wires are good is to disconnect the sensor
connector and place a test light into the two wires of the
connector that goes back to the ABS computer and see if it
is brightly lit, indicating a good live feed and ground for that
circuit. In this instance it did light up nice and bright.

CASE STUDY

Front wheel speed
sensor connector behind
wheel splash guard
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As the ABS wheel speed sensor outputs on both sides were
nearly identical it was time to investigate further. I have been
taught to test the system or component, gather the results,
and check against the manufacturer’s data. This will dictate the
next step of the diagnostic process, what I then need to assess
in order to identify the problem. If it doesn't, I go back a few
steps and retest again until I find the fault, because I may have
made a mistake in my testing method or have the incorrect
information or data for that test. I do make mistakes sometimes
by rushing or not concentrating, I am only human!

The split reluctor ring –
this could not have been
split before removal
otherwise the waveform
would not have looked
like the one produced

I removed the right-hand front wheel, detached the lower
arm, hub assembly and nut. I could not free the CV joint from
the drive shaft without using excess force on the CV assembly,
it was solid. It took me a while to separate it from the inner
drive shaft. Finally, I detached the drive shaft from the CV joint
and on closer inspection the splines on the driver shaft were
excessively worn and damaged, see Figure 6. Someone must
have previously removed the drive shaft and damaged the
splines on reassembly. Could this be why the reluctor ring was
loose or was it caused by the corrosion?
I then discovered from the owner that they had purchased
the car from a ‘friend’ who was a DIY enthusiast and did all the
maintenance work themselves. This may explain the missing
wheel nuts and broken wheel studs on this vehicle – there
were only three studs on two of the wheels and incorrect
wheel nuts were fitted.
I replaced the new drive shaft, wheel studs and nuts and
reassembled them. I then cleared all fault codes and road
tested the vehicle. The ABS light was no longer illuminated on
the dashboard – the car was now fixed and ready for its MOT.
Another happy customer!
If you have not got the correct information required to
evaluate the faulty systems presented to you it is more
difficult, but your knowledge, training and experience
kicks in. Knowledge is power, and I am still learning every
day!

The splines on the driver shaft were excessively worn and damaged
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Even if you are replacing
the components, inspecting
removed parts will give
clues about the health of the
entire system

Check brake
Technicians are instructed to inspect
various parts of the braking system
but are often provided with precious
little information thereafter, leading
Rob Marshall to question quality parts
manufacturers about checks that
should be performed

BRAKES

In the quest for greater sales, you would have thought that
parts manufacturers would prefer you to replace braking
components blindly, rather than checking and refitting them,
if found to be serviceable. Surprisingly, this is not the case.
One reason is that a little extra time spent examining certain
braking parts can identify issues with other parts of the system.
While resultant extra work can boost revenue, it has the
important role of enhancing vehicle reliability and proving to
your customers that you are looking after not just their safety
but also their financial interests.
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The Pads
As AT detailed last year, (https://autotechnician.co.uk/
brakes-past-present-and-future/) the science behind brake
friction material is quite awesome. Yet, technicians should not
feel overwhelmed, when inspecting removed pads. As Comline

attests, checking that the remaining friction material has not
fallen below the required specifications, using a digital calliper
set, is important. Yet, look also for trends in wear patterns, by
comparing the remaining friction material between the inner
and outer pads, as well as those on the opposing axle side.
LKQ Euro Car Parts advises that, on discovering uneven wear,
technicians should recommend a full brake inspection to the
customer.
TMD Friction advocates inspecting the friction surfaces
closely. Missing lumps, cracks between the backplate/friction
material and additional crazing on the pad surface from heatrelated damage may point to binding. Should you suspect
overheating, smell the surface to detect the pungent stench of
burnt linings but avoid inhaling the dust.

Technology
driven

Our full-service aftermarket braking program
provides access to premium parts, leading
vehicle coverage, advanced diagnostic and
technical support to help you be a step ahead in
servicing the rapidly evolving European car parc.

delphiaftermarket.com
Delphi Technologies is a brand of BorgWarner Inc.

ZF reminds us that brake hardware issues are the chief causes
of premature brake pad wear and so looking for lack of
lubrication and corrosion between the calliper and pad mating
surfaces are worthwhile starting points for your investigations.
Delphi explains that, should you find that the outer pad is worn
more than the inboard one on a sliding calliper application, the
fixed mounting hardware (including the sliding pins) are likely
to be responsible. Should the inner pad exhibit more wear, the
calliper piston(s) might be seized. Other parts of the hydraulic
system can also be to blame, however.

determine the thickness. Measurements are taken from eight
different points on disc circumference and compared against
the manufacturer's specifications, provided on the disc side (as
seen below left), or in the specification literature. Delphi states
that the general maximum allowable thickness variation is ~
0.015mm. Measuring runout properly, which is a popular cause
of brake judder, requires a DTI gauge and the result is, again,
compared against the maker's figures. Should they not be
available, TMD Friction advises that, generally, this should not
exceed 0.07mm for the discs and 0.01mm for the hub.

JURID adds that seized sliders can cause the friction lining
to adopt a tapered wear shape, which can also cause squeal
and judder. Delphi adds that poor instalment can also be
responsible. Therefore, check that the calliper pins move freely
and their rubber gaiters are intact. Excessive wear within the
calliper can also cause the top edge of the pad to overlap
the outer disc edge but Delphi Technologies adds that this
condition can result from installing incompatible pads, or
discs. The company, therefore, reminds technicians about the
importance of purchasing and fitting correct OE quality parts.
Obviously, when removing pads, you will also dismount the
anti-noise hardware, including springs and shims. As excessive
noise is such a common customer complaint, both Comline
and ZF agree that it is prudent to change the fitting accessories
at the same time as the pads. Interestingly, ZF reports that
pad return springs can lose half of their tension within 1-2
years, resulting in sticking pads, uneven wear and undesirable
sounds. For more information on diagnosing brake noise, check
out our previous advice on the topic: https://autotechnician.
co.uk/tag/brake-noise/

Brake drums and shoes
While it is true that the rear brakes perform relatively little foot
brake retardation, the drums should be dismounted at least
once annually. The cast iron drum itself is fairly robust, although
worn shoes will score the friction surface. TMD Friction advises
that, should you discover uneven lining wear, the drum may
have worn oval. Additionally, verify that the automatic adjusters
are unseized. Any retaining springs and mounting pins should
be neither loose, nor corroded, and look for a lack of correct
lubrication on the shoe edge mounting areas, which can
encourage corrosion. If fitted, check that the hand brake cables
are in good order and move freely. Also, if thus equipped,

The Discs

BRAKES

Usually, brake discs are not replaced at every pad change.
Whether they should be renewed, or not, depends greatly
on the technicians' assessment of their condition, putting
aside any pressures that may be exerted (rightly or wrongly)
by management to replace discs, regardless. Yet, a degree
of common sense should be applied. In some cases, the
labour rate of carrying out disc checks might be close to the
replacement costs.
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Comline reports that obvious cracks and pits on the braking
surface of one disc condemn the axle set as scrap. Additional
visual checks include verifying that a friction surface is free
from marks, lines and grooves, with an absence of 'bluing', a
tell-tale sign of overheating. TMD Friction and Comline agree
that a brake disc should not possess a significant wear lip on its
edge but a measuring calliper (or brake disc micrometre) will

"Comline reports
that obvious
cracks and pits
on the braking
surface of one disc
condemn the axle
set as scrap"

ensure that the wheel bearings are undamaged and not worn
excessively (by identifying roughness and noise) and that any
sensor rings are not contaminated with excessive levels of dirt,
or rust. Should you consult technical documentation, especially
if you are deciphering the correct positions of the leading and
trailing shoes, TMD Friction adds that the left-hand rear brake is
always depicted in the literature.
Comline recommends that, even if the linings have not worn
to their minimum depths, you should look for cracking, or
separation of the friction material from the metal backing, as
pictured. Trailers and caravans, incidentally, are especially prone
to the linings separating at these points.

Fluid tests

Hydraulics
Clearly, wheel cylinders should be checked for leaks, while
the drum is removed. Yet, TMD Friction says that you do not
have to dismount the shoes to do so; simply pull back the
dust boot with a finger, or a blunt tool. As the dust boots are
not designed to retain fluid, any trace of wetness indicates
damage afflicting either the internal rubber seal, or cylinder
wall. Therefore, the whole assembly (and that on the opposing
side) should be renewed before a serious leak results that
contaminates the linings and prejudices brake safety. As wheel
cylinders are relatively inexpensive, most garages simply
remove and replace those fitted to modern vehicles, rather
than spending time honing the bores and replacing the seals.

While black fluid indicates a clear problem, it is not easy for
technicians to check visually for water content. Brake fluid's
moisture-absorbing nature means that an analysis should
be performed at every annual service. Jurid reports that
conductivity testers (such as that pictured) estimate the water
content and are not especially accurate, because they can fail
new fluid and pass contaminated fluid. Jurid elaborates that
this may be because brake fluid conductivity varies between
manufacturers and even batches. TMD Friction agrees that not
all brake fluid testers are the same. It finds that a brake fluid
tester, which does not heat the fluid, is likely to give misleading,
or even dangerous, results. Therefore, using a tool that boils the
fluid is the only sure way of testing brake fluid water content
accurately.

BRAKES

Fluid leaks beneath the car are fairly unusual but tend to
be obvious. While metal pipes and unions are inspected for
excessive corrosion at MOT Test time, rubber flexi hoses are
checked for perishing. Yet, they can collapse internally, allowing
fluid to pass one way under pressure but, when the brake
pedal is released, the hose acts as a one-way valve, keeping
the affected brake(s) applied. Should slackening a bleed
nipple free a binding brake, suspect the brake hose for internal
degradation, despite appearing to be in satisfactory order on
the outside.
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Detecting master cylinder leaks is not always easy but Jurid
advises that a master cylinder leak test is a quick process.
It involves attaching a pressure gauge to the closest brake
calliper brake pipe, before pressurising the system via the
master cylinder reservoir to 50 BAR for 45 seconds. Should the
pressure drop by more than 4 BAR, the master cylinder requires
further investigation. For some systems, where such pressures
are too high, the test can be performed at 10BAR but check for
longer pedal travel in addition to a pressure reduction.

Brake servo and its non-return valve
The non-return valve is installed between the brake servo
and intake manifold, or the vacuum pump. When the engine
is switched off, the valve closes to maintain vacuum, thus
storing a degree of brake-assisting energy until the engine is
restarted. Should this one-way valve stick open, the system will
experience rapid vacuum loss. Should it jam shut, no vacuum
will be generated. Either way, the driver will have to depress

E NG IN E E R ING

I S IN OUR DNA
Mintex has been at the forefront of braking since 1908 and
continues to push the boundaries of engineering new brake
products.
One such innovation is the Mintex FIT Shim, designed
and developed for the aftermarket to effectively dampen
brake noise. Utilising floating isolation technology (FIT),
the product is based upon a decoupling and absorption
mechanism to deliver superior noise and vibration isolation.
Our commitment to engineering is an unbroken strand in
our DNA, weaving its way through past, present and future
generations of vehicles. Engineering isn’t just what we do at
Mintex, it’s who we are.

www.mintex.com
Mintex® is a registered trademark of TMD Friction

"Generally, the rear
axle handles 30% of
the foot braking effort
but, if the back brakes'
performances are below
par, the front axle
brakes will have their
workload increased by
up to 20%"

the brake pedal with considerably more force than intended,
the safety consequences of which are obvious.
To test it, TMD Friction recommends that you connect a
handheld vacuum tester to the engine side of the non-return
valve, either by disconnecting any small vacuum pipes present,
or by teeing into the main vacuum pipe from the engine/
vacuum pump. Start the engine and leave it idling until the
tester's gauge achieves a steady vacuum reading. Switch the
engine off and check that the vacuum is maintained for five
minutes. If it succeeds, prise the non-return valve from the
servo and connect the vacuum tester to the servo side of the
valve and repeat the test procedure.

BRAKES

Should the valve fail either test, a reason may be internal oil
contamination. Replacing it is the only option. Yet, it is possible
that the servo may have suffered, too. TMD Friction advises that
the valve also prevents oil and fuel fumes from entering the
servo, to protect its diaphragm. A quick test can be performed
with a known working valve fitted. With the engine switched
off, press the footbrake repeatedly, to exhaust any residual
vacuum from the system, until the pedal feels firm. While still
applying firm pressure to the pedal, restart the engine. Should
the pedal sink slightly as the engine fires, a vacuum is being
generated. If the pedal does not move, the power assistance is
insufficient and the servo is likely to be at fault.
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Despite the ease of this test, TMD Friction still recommends
that you conduct further checks to confirm that the system
holds vacuum for an adequate period. With the non-return
valve removed, connect the vacuum tester to the servo and,
using a hand pump, ensure that the vacuum generated can
be held for five minutes. A reduction in negative pressure
indicates a failed servo but, before you condemn the expensive
unit, check that the one-way valve's rubber grommet has not
perished.
The company adds that, where relevant, you should not treat
the braking system in isolation but inspect the entire vacuum

system if you suspect leaks. This may bring additional parts
within your diagnostics scope, such as a vacuum pump, EGR
valve(s) and fuel pressure regulator.

Rear and park brakes
Obviously, rear brakes are not as hard-working as those on the
front. Jurid reports that, generally, the rear axle handles 30%
of the foot braking effort but, if the back brakes' performances
are below par, the front axle brakes will have their workload
increased by up to 20%, causing increased wear and,
potentially, more noise.
Rear disc brakes' greater exposure to moisture makes them
more vulnerable to corrosion-related seizure, which explains
why some electric cars (such as Volkswagen's ID.4) employ
drums, instead. Although stuck callipers can be diagnosed
and freed using the same methods as those used on the front,
the situation is complicated by the park brake mechanism.
The 'feel' from the manual park brake lever will provide a clue
about the mechanism's health. A very stiff action, or excessive/
insufficient reserve travel, are typical clues that all is not well.
The technician will then need to identify whether the cables, or
callipers are to blame.
Problems with Electric Park Brakes (EPB) tend to manifest
themselves with an illuminated fascia warning lamp, at which
point EOBD diagnostic intervention forms part of the faultfinding process. While we shall look into EPBs within a separate
feature, TMD Friction reports that stripped nylon gears within
the EPB actuator is the most common fault it has experienced.

A long-standing
tradition of OE
partnerships
Being ﬁtted as Original Equipment on a new
car model is the ultimate validation of our quest
for braking excellence. JURID has a longstanding tradition of OE partnerships with vehicle
manufacturers - from the most popular to the
most iconic brands in the world.
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Land Rover - Mazda - Mercedes-Benz - Mini - Mitsubishi
Nissan - Opel - Peugeot - Porsche - Renault - Seat
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Skoda - Subaru - Suzuki - Toyota - Vauxhall - VW - Volvo
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Save time, by checking a component
before removing it: this feature
examines how to diagnose spark
and glow plugs, plus exhaust gas
temperature and O2 sensors

Diagnosing makes
life easier
While it is not the best of ideas to renew
engine electrical components without
prior investigation, some parts are fairly
tiresome to remove, leading Rob Marshall
to quiz NGK further about non-invasive
diagnosis methods

IGNITION

Adopting a detective role within the cost and time pressures
of a workshop environment is not always easy. While replacing
parts blindly may yield a solution if you are lucky, it is quite
different to substitute a known good component temporarily
as part of a logical diagnostic process – a technique that many
experienced technicians (and even technical trainers) advocate.
However, not all components are that easy to access, meaning
that extracting it needlessly could complicate the task if you
run into trouble. So, what can you do?
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While higher
compressions and
direct injection mean
that glow plugs are
not as critical to coldstart performance
as they once were,
they play greater
roles in other areas,
especially suppressing
emissions."
Spark Plugs
While we admit that there are some exceptions, spark plugs
tend to be fairly accessible, which means taking them out
is not necessarily going to present a major difficulty. Once
removed, a visual examination will allow you to deduce if
something is awry. Most problems are caused by the plug
being affected by the failure of another component. Excessive
fouling, therefore, can be the result of a neighbouring problem
that may not be cured by cleaning the plug. Yet, it is true that
fouling causes misfires, by preventing the spark from jumping
between the two electrodes. This can result from excessive
carbon build, caused by an engine running in too a rich a
condition, or the plug nose being coated with oil, due to a
mechanical problem. Yet, this is not to say that spark plugs can
never fail, or that they are everlasting.
With the plug removed, inspect the plug insulator closely
for cracks, which will cause a misfire, due to the voltage not
being contained. A crack in the insulator on the firing end is
usually caused by ‘thermal shock’, the result of neat, or poorly
atomised, fuel hitting the hot insulator surface, causing it to
cool rapidly, which may indicate a fuel injector fault.

IGNITION

Black vertical electrical lines on the white insulator surface
(sometimes mistaken for cracks) are a sign of ‘flashover’. They
can also strike between the top terminal and the metal shell
body. Deteriorated plug rubber sealing boot(s) on the lead, or
the ignition coil, tend to be responsible. Replacing the plug
alone may not solve the problem, unless you ensure that the
plug connection is secure and the seal over the insulator is
effective.
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Unfortunately, technicians can be responsible for spark plug
issues. An insulator that has cracked on its uppermost section
tends to be from either over-tightening, or the plug being
manipulated with the socket extension at an angle. This puts
sideways pressure on the top of the plug, resulting in fractures.
Should you discover a broken plug metal shell at the top of
the thread, also suspect prior over-tightening. This advice

emphasises the importance of following the recommended
torque value, which differs depending on the plug thread size
and sealing method (taper or gasket). Lubricating the threads
is not recommended, due to it reducing the torque. On GDI
engines especially, running problems result from not following
the tightening angle advice, which ensures that the spark plug
electrodes and injectors are aligned correctly for optimum
combustion and emissions.

Glow Plugs
Compared with spark plugs, glow plugs tend not to be as
accessible but they still should be considered as a service item.
However, they are more prone to snapping, a situation that
makes removal considerably more complicated. While higher
compressions and direct injection mean that glow plugs are
not as critical to cold-start performance as they once were,
they play greater roles in other areas, especially suppressing
emissions. For instance, glow plug issues tend to cause an
active DPF regeneration to abort. In that situation, the problem
rests not with the clogged particulate filter (which will require
attention nonetheless) but with the glow plug circuit.
Clearly, glow plugs lead a harsh life but you can test them
in situ, not least by checking the heater coil resistance, by
removing the electrical lead and using a multimeter between
the now uncovered top terminal and the cylinder-head. NGK
advises that resistance values are not the same for all glow
plugs and you will need to compare the result with the values
specified for that part number. Where you do not know the
brand of glow plug fitted, if you obtain a reading lower than
five Ohms for a metal-type glow plug, it is safe to presume
that it is serviceable. No reading indicates a broken heater coil.
While this may result from natural wear and tear, a problem
with the glow plug circuit could be responsible. For instance,
it could be switching the plugs on for too long, or applying an
excessive voltage.
Should you decide to undertake the delicate task of glow plug
removal, pay particular attention to the heater tube surface,
once the plug is extracted. Scuffs, or swirl marks indicate
carbon build, which causes the plug to overheat and courts
premature failure. It is also best practice not to replace a single
faulty plug but a car set.

Measures ...

... and measures and measures and measures and measures accurately!
Flawless communication between MEYLE-ORIGINAL exhaust gas sensors and
a car‘s control unit protects against misdiagnosis and consequential damage.
MEYLE sensors meet highest technical requirements for diesel vehicles - the
safe way for customer and workshop.
Learn more at www.meyle.com/sensors
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Be extra vigilant
should you discover
that a vehicle
possesses a non-OEM
sensor... a potential
for mismatch with the
vehicle's system, or
premature failure, is
very high"
Exhaust Gas Temperature Sensors (EGT)
Many vehicles possess more than one EGT sensor. Therefore,
when looking at fault codes, ensure that you are pinpointing
the correct sensor for further inspection, diagnosis or
replacement. Manual diagnostics is possible, by measuring
the resistance between the two wires at room temperature
and comparing them against the values provided by the OEM,
or component manufacturer. Yet, consider that EGT sensors
can be either one of two types: PCT (positive temperature
coefficient, where the internal resistance rises as the sensor is
heated) or NTC (negative temperature coefficient, where the
resistance falls).
Once removed, the sensor operation can be observed, by
observing the resistance change, with the sensor clamped in a
vice and its probe being warmed with a heat gun. You can use
either a multimeter, or an oscilloscope for this.

Lambda/O2 sensors

IGNITION

It is easy to forget that O2 sensors also wear gradually and do
not always fail suddenly. The rate of deterioration is accelerated
notably by poor quality oils and fuel that become deposited
on the sensor element. The sensor can also be damaged
irreparably by coolant entering the combustion chamber. All
of these issues cause reduced control of the engine fueling,
resulting in reduced MPGs, uneven running conditions and
poor performance. Yet, most failures are identified at MOT
test time, by a failed emissions test, and/or even a simple
illuminated MIL. Yet, the formal emissions test lambda value is
calculated, not measured. Therefore, a failed lambda result is
not necessarily indicative of a failed sensor – a holed exhaust
downstream of the sensor might be responsible, for example.
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The tough environment in which the O2 sensor resides does
not facilitate easy removal, especially on vehicles where
access is tight. Thankfully, you do not need to extract it from
the exhaust to check its function, which NGK recommends
every 20,000 miles, or annually. The company reasons that an
oscilloscope and gas analyser provides the most accurate way
of assessing sensor performance and technicians can perform
this task fairly quickly by looking for slow response times and
output ranges.
Many issues also afflict the heating circuit and multiple EOBD
fault codes warn of this fault. Taking your own resistance

readings is possible in theory, provided that there is sufficient
access. Trace the sensor wiring back to the wiring loom
connector, making checks not just for damaged cabling but
also for residue. It should be dry.
Very often, the O2 sensor heater circuit is powered via two
white wires on four-wire Zirconia sensors, or those coloured
white and grey on five-wire wideband sensors (as pictured
below) but it is worth double-checking the vehicle's wiring
diagram, because this is not a fixed rule. As per our earlier
advice, unless the heater coil is broken, resistance values are
not universal and so comparing your measurements against
credible data sources is the best strategy.
Be extra vigilant, should you discover that the vehicle possesses
a non-OEM sensor. NGK reports that universal sensors are
designed to fit as many vehicles as possible, by splicing in the
electrical connector from the unit being replaced. Theoretically,
one would imagine that they offer an ideal solution but, in
reality, NGK argues that a potential for mismatch with the
vehicle's system, or subsequent premature failure, is very high.
Logically, the company adds that a new O2 sensor should be
installed, wherever a replacement catalytic converter is fitted.

Analysing used engine oil is
now sufficiently reliable and
cost-effective for independent
workshops.

Oil analysis: looking at the past,
present and future

Relevant not just for our bodies but also for motorcar engines,
taking and analysing a fluid sample can confirm problems, or
reveal them before they become serious. Within a workshop
context, most technicians recognise the white emulsification
that results, when coolant and engine oil combine, but going
beyond such basic visual checks is almost impossible without
costly equipment and dedicated training.

"Should you be faced
with an irate customer
that is blaming
the workshop for
an engine failure,
examining the
lubricant can disclose
the nature of the
breakdown"

OIL TESTING

While many technicians discard used
engine oil, Rob Marshall discovers that
advances in analysing techniques mean
that diagnosing its contents can be a costeffective means of protecting both you
and your customers
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Verifying oil standards
Clearly, analysing lubricants is vital work between
the OEMs and their lubricant partners at the
developmental stage. Closer to home, the
Verification of Lubricant Specifications (VLS)
reports that oil analysis forms a vital part of
checking that a lubricant is capable of delivering
on its claims.
Yet, how the VLS uses oil analysis is quite
different from a lubricant manufacturer, operator,
or OEM. Instead, of testing used oil, the VLS
tests it fresh. Once a complainant has registered
a case, it is anonymised and then sent to the
Technical Review Panel (TRP), which reviews the
claim and identifies if testing is needed to resolve
the case. If so, the TRP will assess which further
tests are required. These could relate to viscosity
characteristics, volatility or selected chemical
compositions, such as the quantity of sulphated
ash present, which would influence the claimed
specifications.
The VLS emphasises that laboratory oil analysis
is only part of its investigative process and it
may ask for evidence that products can meet the
engine tests relevant to a specification, too.

PatFluid

®

"Analysing used
engine oil is now
sufficently reliable
and cost-effective
for independent
workshops"

Traditionally, analysing spent lubricating oil within a
laboratory environment did not paint a completely accurate
picture of how much engine wear was occurring. To do
so properly was expensive, requiring complex burning of
the sample in a furnace and dissolving its remaining ash
in acid before the analysis even started. Even then, the
results tended to be inconclusive in isolation, requiring
yet more samples to be taken and trends compared to
reach a diagnosis. Fortunately, new techniques enhance
accuracy and reduce time and cost, making oil analysis
viable for independent workshops and car enthusiasts that
desire a fast, cost-effective turnaround. Perhaps the leading
proponent of these new techniques is Oil Analysis Labs of
Colwyn Bay, North Wales, which developed the LubeWear
procedure that results in it being able to produce an
accurate diagnosis from a single oil sample within 24 hours,
costing £30+VAT.

Additive for Diesel Particulate Filters

Why is oil analysis advantageous?

OIL TESTING

• A universal aftermarket
replacement for Original
Equipment DPF additives
• Cost effective & highly
reliable formulation
• Aids DPF regeneration by
lowering the combustion
temperature of soot trapped in the filter
• Transfer Kit available to refill the on-board tank
• UK aftermarket product of choice for over ten years
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Should you be faced with an irate customer that is blaming
the workshop for an engine failure, examining the lubricant
can not only disclose the nature of the break-down but a
technical report also builds a convincing case about who
is responsible. It can divulge whether the owner topped
up with an incorrect lubricant, or added another fluid by
mistake, such as coolant. Investigating the sample can also
tell if maintenance has been skipped and whether the oil
has been overheated by, for example, the engine being run
with excessively low sump levels. It also identifies metallic
deposits within the oil, indicating from where a breakdown
originated and if failure of one component was caused by
another one.
Yet, the oil can also be a useful barometer of engine
condition and even if failure is imminent, because modern
analysis methods can differentiate normal wear deposits
from abnormal ones. While this allows existing owners to
have work performed early before expensive mechanical
failure occurs, the report can reassure both car buyers and
sellers that the engine is in good order. The following
overview gives a guide about how Oil Analysis Labs
conducts engine oil testing and what it means.

1. When extracting an oil sample from an engine, avoid
introducing external contaminations. Taking oil from a
stream flowing from the sump drain is riskier than using
clean tubing and a pump to extract a sample via the oil
dipstick tube. 100ml of sample is usually sufficient for a
laboratory to evaluate.

2. Simply looking at the sample through a transparent
container might identify the issue. Obvious chunks of metal
and free water tend to be pretty apparent. This example
shows two incompatible oils that are separating from each
other.

OIL TESTING
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3. D
 espite the equipment appearing complex, this ferrous
debris tester uses magnetic fields to identify the quantity
of larger metallic deposits within the sample. Ideally, none
should be present. Yet, this test is not as sensitive as the later
ICP test, for instance, but it is useful at this stage to identify if
major engine failure has taken place.

4.The 'crackle' test establishes the sample's free water content.
Like the ferrous debris test, it is not the most accurate at
very low levels (under 0.1%) but it allows the laboratory
to deduce if the oil is contaminated severely, such as from
coolant or even flood water, which promotes corrosion and
metal-to-metal contact. When the oil is poured onto the hot
plate, the water content boils and 'crackles' as it evaporates.
This reflects the situation within an engine, because the
boiling water causes the lubrication film to collapse, causing
moving metal surfaces to make contact.

SIMPLY

OIL TESTING

MORE THAN
JUST CLEAN

BIOCLEAN
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5. M
 easuring the Total Base Number, or Base Number (TBN/BN) verifies the remaining alkali-based additives, which neutralise the
harmful acids from combustion. It is compared with another measurement, the Total Acid Number, or Acid Number (TAN/AN),
which should be low with virgin oil. A high TAN (especially if in conjunction with a low TBN) could be caused by oil overheating,
or an overextended drain interval. This machine works using a potentiometric titration. Potassium Hydroxide is used to establish
the TAN; Perchloric Acid for the TBN. An electrode is placed into the solution and assesses the voltage differential to calculate the
result as the reaction takes place.

6. T he viscosity (resistance to flow) test works by assessing
the time taken for the oil sample to flow down a small tube,
which sits within a bath that is heated to precisely 40.0,
or 100.0 ºC. The result is compared against new oil of an
equivalent specification. A viscosity higher than the required
specification indicates extreme ageing through oxidation,
excessive soot loading, or water contamination. A lower
than specified viscosity could mean excessive diesel fuel
dilution, or the oil has been in use for too long, which has
sheared the viscosity index polymer additive molecules.

BG Products says that oil analysis is useful to show the enhanced level of protection that its additives provide,
especially for fleets that are seeking ways to maximise service intervals. For example, tests on oil within an engine
that was pre-treated with an EPR flush (to free piston rings) and an oil additive (to control soot, acid and extend oil
life through additives and maintaining viscosity) showed reductions in soot agglomeration wear metals and fuel
dilution. BG Products state that it has also carried-out industry-standard laboratory tests to show that oil integrity is
maintained for longer, when its additives are employed.

OIL TESTING

Backing the claims
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7. T he Fourier Transfer Infrared test assesses all non-metallic
content within the oil sample. Therefore, it provides further
details about contamination from fuel, water, glycol and
carbon/soot. It also examines the chemical bonds within
the oil with such precision that it is even possible to identify
the oil formulation from the data. The machine works by
pulling a sample of the oil between a 0.1mm gap between
two special glass plates. From there, it shines infrared light
through the sample (indicated in green line) and calculates
the equivalent of its DNA structure.

8. T he Karl Fisher Test checks how much dissolved water exists
within the sample, because engine oil contains additives
that help to keep a degree of moisture in suspension to
reduce the chance of it separating and causing metal-tometal contact, as indicated in the earlier free water crackle
test. A sample of oil is heated, the water evaporated to
create steam within the vial’s headspace above the sample,
which is collected by the needle syringe and analysed
further.

OIL TESTING

9. H
 eating the oil sample and seeing at which point the
vapours coming off it ignite provides fuel contamination
data. Petrol vapours will ignite relatively quickly; diesel
requires higher temperatures. After the flash point, the oil
sample continues to be heated to assess at which point
it catches fire, as pictured. This shows how heavier fuel
contamination molecules have lowered the sample's fire
point. Generally, the oil should not flash under 180 and catch
fire below 220ºC.
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10. The Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) test requires a
solvent to dilute the oil sample, so the particles within it
can be measured. The resultant solution is passed through
the ICP machine, which burns it within a super-heated
argon plasma flame. The resultant radiation possesses
differing wavelengths, depending on the element being
combusted. Measuring these wavelengths provides
information about the quantity of a particular element.
The LubeWear process uses accelerated acid digestion,
combined with the ICP data, to speed up the procedure,
while identifying more particles and differentiating
expected findings from abnormal quantities.

Testing on the road with Motul
Clearly, oil analysis is immensely useful within a
competitive environment, explaining why Motul
supports the Dakar rally with an oil analysis
truck. The main instruments used include a
spectrophotometer, the prime purpose of which
is to detect abnormal elements, a viscometer for
viscosity and infrared light to determine if the oil has
aged prematurely.
Through its partnership with the Federation of
British Historic Vehicle Clubs (FBHVC), Motul's
mobile analysis labs will be travelling to a variety of
events to offer free oil analysis. Plans for this year
include the Silverstone Classic and the Goodwood
Revival.

With thanks to: Oil Analysis Laboratories, Colwyn Bay.
www.oilanalysislab.com
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When BG Emissions Reduction /Fuel Saver Treatments are used
with your car’s Service, BG-GB will Guarantee that your car
passes its next MOT Emissions Test within one year
of the Service Or Your Money Back*
Deposits quickly build up on the injectors (and inside the engine) leading
to inefficient combustion, reduced MPG and increased emissions
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CLEAN ENGINES RUN CLEANER
FOR MORE DETAILS CALL 01284 777934
*Excludes cars that have any modified engine or emissions
control devices, or mechanical faults leading to raised emissions

Specialists in Preventative Maintenance and Performance Restoration
www.bgprod.co.uk | T: 01284 777934 | Email: info@bgprod.co.uk
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11. A
 s a basic guide, excessive aluminium deposits tend
to originate from pistons, iron from the cylinder liners,
chromium and molybdenum from the piston rings and
copper/lead/tin from the crankshaft bearings. Elements
that are not present in the oil, or from the engine, can
result from contamination. For instance, sodium, silicon and
potassium indicate the presence of anti-freeze within the
sump, whilst silicon and aluminium suggest dirt. Elements
within the oil that are used as anti-wear additives, including
zinc and phosphorus, are also measured.

"Modern analysis
methods can
differentiate normal
wear deposits from
abnormal ones.
This allows existing
owners to have work
performed early
before expensive
mechanical failure
occurs"
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JOIN THE CASTROL SERVICE NETWORK
WE WILL INVEST IN YOUR WORKSHOP, HELP YOU GROW YOUR
CUSTOMER BASE AND ULTIMATELY INCREASE YOUR PROFITS.

BECOME PART OF A WINNING TEAM AND RECEIVE:

GET YOUR
WORKSHOP
ON THE MAP

FREE CASTROL
ENGINE
WARRANTY

A SIGN
OF THINGS
TO COME

AND INCREASE YOUR
CUSTOMER BASE

AVAILABLE FOR YOUR
CUSTOMERS AS PART
OF THE CASTROL
SERVICE NETWORK

INCREASE YOUR CURB
APPEAL WITH CASTROL

THERE’S NO COST TO YOU - CALL 0800 371910 (OPTION 4)
TO FIND OUT HOW WE CAN HELP YOUR WORKSHOP
Find out more www.castrol.co.uk/autotechnician

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

YOUR WORKSHOP LISTED ON CASTROL.CO.UK
CASTROL SERVICE SIGNAGE
PRODUCT STANDS TO WORKSHOP EFFICENCY
TECHNICAL ADVICE SO YOU STOCK THE RIGHT PRODUCTS
WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA DIGITAL BRANDING
WORKSHOP CLOTHING
CASTROL PROMOTIONS
ONLINE TRAINING
CASTROL ENGINE WARRANTY FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS

47% NAME CASTROL
FIRST WHEN ASKED
TO NAME AN OIL
WE GIVE YOU THE
TOOLS TO FIT THE
RIGHT OIL EVERY TIME
TECHNICAL EXPERT
ADVICE ALWAYS
ON HAND

DRESS FOR
SUCCESS
WITH JOINT
BRANDED
WORKWEAR

IMPROVE
WORKSHOP
EFFICIENCY
ENJOY THE BENEFITS
OF OUR OIL DISPENSING

“BY BECOMING A CASTROL
BRANDED GARAGE, OUR
EXISTING AND POTENTIAL
CUSTOMERS KNOW EXACTLY
WHAT THEY ARE GETTING. A HIGH
QUALITY SERVICE THEY CAN
TRUST, DELIVERED BY EXPERTS
FOR GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY.”

Checking trapped
filter residue is a useful
diagnostic method

Inspecting the pleats

FILTERS

You may think that inspecting filters is not
a productive exercise but Rob Marshall
begs to differ, and explains why a few
minutes spent checking them over will
reap dividends
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Within the realm of automotive servicing, familiarity does not
breed contempt. If a conscientious owner entrusts you with a
vehicle for regular servicing, you will become acquainted with
its condition and how it is used. Problems occur when you are
faced with a vehicle, with which you are unfamiliar, especially
if the fascia tell-tale is indicating skipped maintenance. If the
owner cannot answer your questions, you could be lucky
enough to discover its service history in the glovebox, or
online. Otherwise, you could be in the dark, meaning that
conducting a major service and replacing all the filters with OE
quality substitutes is a good idea.
However, removed filters can also reveal much about how the
vehicle has been used and also its condition.

Oil Filters
Valeo reports that clogged oil filters can cause a host of
symptoms, including low oil pressure, increased noise, poor
performance, increased emissions and even overheating. If an
engine has been neglected sufficiently to cause these issues, it
should be checked in greater depth for more serious damage.

Diverse and innovative filters –
also for electric vehicles.

The largest filter range for maximum workshop performance.
Our filters protect not only the engines, but also the people in the vehicle. With our comprehensive filter range in uncompromising quality and
with maximum market coverage, we ensure that the right product is available for every requirement to keep dirt, abrasion and the finest particles away from the powertrain and the occupants. With MAHLE, your workshop delivers 100% performance, today and tomorrow.
www.mahle-aftermarket.com

As spin-on types have their filtration pleats (and valves)
enclosed within an inaccessible steel case, it is impossible to
check the contents, without cutting it open. While external oil
leaks tend to indicate incorrect fitting, most technicians will be
alerted to a rusty outer case, indicating that the filter may be
well-overdue for changing. You can follow this up by assessing
the oil condition, or even consider sending a sample away for
more thorough analysis, as described elsewhere in this issue.

Poor-fitting can also result in filter damage. Additionally, the
filter requires an airtight seal at the housing edges and careless
installation can cause leaks that may manifest themselves
as excessive intake noise, especially under load. UFI adds
that attempting to make do with an incompatible filter can
cause similar issues and that the selected filter must not only
correspond to the vehicle but also must be of OE quality.

Obviously, cartridge-type oil filters allow for a more detailed
look at excessive levels of swarf, or sludge. Check also that the
housing is free of such contamination, prior to installing a new
filter.

Diesel fuel filter

Air filter
First Line advises that, because air filters tend to be easy to
access, the simplest method to determine whether they need
replacing, or not, is to look for dust and dirt within the pleats.
Valeo says that a new filter will possess either a white, or offwhite, colour and that a visual inspection under bright light
will show up most particles but, notably, not all of them. UFI
adds that technicians should remove any larger particles from
the housing, including leaves and even dust. While modern
engines can adjust their fuelling to compensate for air-flow
restrictions to an extent, the traditional sign of spark plug
carbon fouling can still indicate air filter issues.

FILTERS

Consider also that the filter can bear obvious damage.
Collapsed pleats, for instance, may indicate that the blocked
filter has distorted. Cracks in the filter medium may also be
discovered, which render the air filtration property as useless.
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"The most obvious
driving symptoms
that result from fuel
filter issues are a
loss of power and
'kangarooing' "

With high-pressure fuel systems being considerably less
tolerant of contamination, fuel filter changes are essential,
especially as a small particle of grit can damage the highpressure pump and injectors severely. The most obvious
driving symptoms that result from fuel filter issues are a loss of
power and 'kangarooing', caused by insufficient fuel getting
past the blocked filter. First Line shares that difficult starting
and poor throttle responses are also typical. Valeo adds that
the fuel filter can also trigger the MIL lamp that points to a fuel
pressure sensor problem (P0178) and advises technicians to
check the filter first, should this code be flagged.
After removing the filter, check it and the housing for foreign
deposits. Sand, or rust, is likely to originate from a fuel filling
station, whereas metallic particles could indicate an issue with
the fuel system, such as a failing in-tank lift pump. Sludge
tends to stem from bacterial growth, caused (possibly) by long
periods of standing, or using diesel that has not been stored
in ideal conditions. Excessive water contamination can have
similar origins, which not only damages the fuel system but
also the filter. Should you discover relatively large quantities of
these impurities, query the owner about from where the car is
fuelled.

Cabin Filter
The familiar musty smell of a damp interior is likely to
indicate that the cabin filter may be overdue for a change,
even if further investigation may be necessary for water
ingress. It should also be replaced annually, or whenever
the car is serviced. Aside from dampness, UFI adds that
further signs of a blocked filter include unpleasant odours,
or pollen particles being present within the cabin, plus
poor visibility, due to condensation building on the
glazing. It may be worth asking the owner if any allergy
symptoms appear while driving and if fatigue and poor
concentration are evident during long trips.
First Line states that, like the air filter, the easiest way to
check if the cabin filter needs replacing is to physically
remove and inspect it. Once the filter is removed, it can
be checked for tears from incorrect prior fitment, as well
as pollen that can manifest itself as fine dust. Should you
discover mould, look into why the filter may be becoming
wet. Seeking blocked drainage holes is an obvious
place to start. Large deposits, such as leaves, need to be
handled carefully so that they do not fall into a HVAC
system duct.
As cabin filters tend to be forgotten, First Line, through
its Borg & Beck brand, is communicating to drivers why
replacement is important. The resultant awareness poster
is available free to workshops and one can be requested
by visiting https://mailchi.mp/firstlineltd.co/posters.

Speciality filters
Clearly, automotive filtration requirements are not
limited solely to oil, air, fuel and cabin filters. Many
cars have other filters, dependent on their equipment
levels. MEYLE highlights that automatic transmission
filters need to be dismounted for inspection and, even
then, it is hard to be sure if the filter is still performing
its role adequately. It advises that a quick way of
telling is to check the oil's colour. Should it retain its
original hue and no black particles are evident, it can
be presumed that the transmission filter(s) are working
properly. Yet, this is not a reason to extend (or ignore)
manufacturer replacement intervals. Meyle also advises
that some replacement filters are of such a poor quality
that they distort in use. It advises that, even when
clogged completely, the filter should remain fully stable
dimensionally.
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Snow Leopard Oils
The premium A/C lubricants
Formulated from select synthetic base oils and refined with
special additives to meet and exceed the needs of all vehicle
AC compressors. Snow Leopard technical lubricants have
the power and lubricity to protect and optimise the cooling
performance of any air conditioning system.
● HFO PAGs for all PAG-filled A/Cs with R1234yf or R134a,
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Owners Ian & Catriona
Robertson (centre right)
with the winning team at
The Garage, Whitburn

A winning formula
autotechnician talks to Ian Robertson, owner
of The Garage Whitburn, and discovers
their award-winning attitude to customer
service, their views on the challenges the
trade currently faces and their unique pricing
structure that has placed the issue of parts
quality centre stage with customers

WORKSHOP VISIT

Established in 2010, the Garage Whitburn is a small, familyrun workshop in West Lothian that strives to provide a ‘good
old-fashioned service for all modern vehicles’ by prioritising
customer service, establishing a fair and transparent pricing
structure and becoming an active part of the local community.
Giving back to a local area that supports them has earned
them an enviable reputation, customer nominations to
national workshop awards and winner’s trophies for the past
two years.
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Nicola St Clair caught up with Ian to find out about the people
and values behind this successful service and repair business
and discovered how they tackle complex diagnostic work,
their approach to pricing and parts, and their views on the
challenges the trade currently faces…
Ian’s background was in electronics, designing radar before
becoming a service manager in the semiconductor industry.
Any spare time was taken up with his passion for stock car
racing. Unsurprisingly, he had grown up around cars – his dad
had a small garage and scrap yard, but when he became ill, Ian
stepped in to help for a couple weeks – this developed into a
full-time position, and he opened his own garage in Whitburn
in 2010. Ian now works alongside his wife and son and says

Owners:
Ian & Catriona Robertson
Members of:
The Motor Ombudsman; The AA Garage
Guide; The Scottish Motor Trade Association;
Group Auto’s AutoCare Garage programme
& The Foxy Lady Driver Club Approved
Garage Network
Services:
General repairs & maintenance, engine,
brakes, alignment, MOTs, tyres, breakdown
recovery
Extras:
Educationial and community activities

the success of the family business is down to the entire team
at The Garage Whitburn. “We're just a traditional small garage,
we do general repairs,” Ian says when asked if they specialise
in any area, “but we do keep our staff up to date with training,”
he adds. “My son and I are IMI qualified for Electric Vehicles; we
were in the first group of six Scottish garages to get trained.”
In addition to IMI courses, they also undertake training with
Group Auto, have completed the Gates training belt courses
and brake training with Apec – Ian sees this as vital, to stay safe
("avoiding electrocution on EVs!") to assure customers that they
know what they are doing and stay up to date.
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Even bigger and better than ever, our
2021/22 edition includes over 11,900
products designed for use in the
trade - including over 2,800 brand
new products!
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“My mum had her exhaust fail on her today.
Closest place was The Garage. She couldn't
speak highly enough of the friendly and
professional service she received. She was well
looked after. Taken through everything that
was wrong, how it would be fixed and why it
needed to be fixed. I'll certainly not hesitate
to pop in if I'm ever in the area and in need of
assistance. Thanks guys!”

When it comes to diagnostics, they felt they have had to focus
on their strengths and outsource more complex diagnostic
work, a tact which seems to be on the rise, judging by our
conversations with readers over the years. “The industry is quite
poorly paid for the expertise and the machines you need. So,
we've basically not invested heavily in a diagnostic bay – we
do diagnostics, but it's not a major part. We have got another
independent garage nearby that has bought all the main
dealers’ diagnostics equipment, so we use him. There’s no way
we can afford it.”

You get what you pay for
Ian ensures he thanks every customer that leaves the workshop
when a job is completed, and the transparency of their services
has worked well for them. Ian explains: “The customer can
choose where to go and spend his money and we have to
make them feel welcome and give them the right advice”,
says Ian. “Our customer base is very good at the moment and
that’s built on friendship, good luck, good parts, good work –
everything’s got to be good.”

The business has also been keen to educate customers
on maintenance and safety issues as well as encouraging
motorists to better understand invoices presented to them
and the implication of parts quality. They regularly offer basic
car maintenance workshops to customers, which have been
well received. Ian also contributed information for a weekly

Ian highlights the public’s perception of vehicle technology
and a focus on price rather than value, as significant challenges.
“The customers still believe that the car is a simple thing, and
the reality is the car is now a very complicated machine,” says
Ian. “And the biggest problem in our trade is garages fighting
amongst themselves. Look at the MOT – the Government says
the test should be £55 but various garages do them for £20,
£25, £30... And yes, it is a loss leader to bring other customers
into your garage, but for a garage like us who don't need
to encourage people in as we’ve already got a really good
customer base, we’re losing £15, £18, every MOT. At the end of
the year, that’s thousands of pounds. We don't need that profit
for the business, we need to put that in wages to keep our staff,
because staff are leaving the motor trade to go and be delivery
drivers, to go and do other trades that pay better money! If you
work for Amazon delivering parcels, you earn more than being
a mechanic.”
How do we attempt to fix this? “We need the profile of the
motor mechanic to be raised and we need the hourly rate to
go up slightly so that we can pay people who are qualified. We
don't want monkeys to fix cars, we want intelligent people!”

WORKSHOP VISIT

Their focus has always been on providing general repairs,
servicing and MOTs, using quality parts. They introduced a
pricing structure so that customers can choose between
budget, mid-range and OE after considering the implications
explained to them i.e., you get what you pay for. They initially
received a bad review for offering three prices and were
accused of trying to confuse the customer. “We want to give
them the options – 80% of our customers don’t even ask now
(for the three options) because they’ve come for years, and
they know we’ll meet their expectations. If a new customer
chooses budget parts, they won’t get a warranty – the only
thing that comes with a warranty is our labour… If we fit a
budget battery and three months later the car won’t start, it
is not my fault, but I’m expecting a call-out to jump-start their
car.”

column in the local newspaper, advising motorists on the
questions people should be asking when they take their car
into a garage, such as the quality of parts being used and
breakdowns of labour and parts within invoices.
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Part of the community

WORKSHOP VISIT

The Garage encourages staff and friends of the business to
get involved and support their local community in fundraising
and volunteering. Ian explains: “We are keen and committed to
giving back to the community that supports us. We take part in
local Gala Days and support good causes throughout the year
but the most fun is when we do the Garage Santa Sleigh Tours”
The Christmas Santa Sleigh run began in 2015. Ian and his team
of helpers have covered hundreds of miles in a customised
Suzuki Vitara, spreading festive cheer to schools, charities and
care homes along the way.
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The press and word of mouth promotion this activity generates
is icing on the cake to Ian and the team and it is no wonder
that so many of their customers were eager to nominate The
Garage Whitburn for the 2021 Garage Star Awards. The Motor
Ombudsman introduced the awards in 2020 to recognise
exceptional levels of work and service to customers, provided
by workshops accredited to its Motor Industry Codes of
Practice. Motorists submitted accounts about a business or
individual that had gone above and beyond to help them
resolve a vehicle issue. The team at The Garage Whitburn
were crowned Scottish regional winners as well as the
overall National Garage Star for their approach of putting the
customer at the very heart of everything they do, and their
desire to go above and beyond to help others in their local
area.
Ian comments: “We were extremely honoured to have been
crowned the National Garage Star. It is testimony to the hard
work and philosophy of the entire team that they always look
to go beyond the call of duty, and for the countless hours that
they put in during their spare time to voluntarily help others
and to carry out fantastic work in the community.”

“We try and make customers
feel part of the garage and
part of our journey”
The workshop is no stranger to awards and competition
wins and the reason behind entering them is not just to gain
recognition for the business and his team’s work behind it
all. “When you enter a competition, [or become accredited
for workshop programmes and associations] you can ask
for the scoring criteria, analyse your scores and address any
shortcomings.” And this approach is clearly working for them
and long may that continue.
We’d like to thank Ian for taking the time to speak with
us and congratulate the team at The Garage Whitburn on
their continued success – we hope to meet you in person
at The UK Garage and Bodyshop Event in June!
www.TheMotorOmbudsman.org/Awards
https://thegaragewhitburn.co.uk
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Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

Common wiper motor failures
First Line has found that the Renault Clio wiper motor
(FWM1004/BWM1004) fails as a result of being submerged in
water due to a blocked drain channel and is recommending that
technicians check this when vehicles come into the workshop.
Jon Roughley, Global Marketing Director, advises: “To resolve
the issue technicians need to not only replace the wiper motor,
but during the procedure, must also remember to clear any
blockages, check all the drain holes and ensure the mechanism
is free of corrosion and moving freely. In addition, proactive
workshops would do well to advise the customer to keep an
eye on the situation to ensure it is kept free of debris and able to
drain properly.”

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

The supplier has also found that the most common cause of
the wiper motor failure is because linkages wear, which leads
to the ball joints popping off their sockets, bringing the wiper
blades to a complete stop. However, First Line’s product team
has discovered a weakness in the design of the OE part on the
first-generation Nissan Qashqai, which results in the output
shaft seizing, due to the build-up of rust. The output shaft is
neither sealed nor lubricated and due to its location, following
heavy rainfall, water can penetrate between the shaft and motor
housing, allowing rust to accumulate. As the rust builds up, the
motor is put under stress, until the point when the increased
load is drawing a current greater than 30amps, which is when
the wiper motor’s fuse will blow.
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To support garages to encourage drivers to replace their
wiper blades, First Line has produced a poster, outlining key
information on when to replace wiper blades, available at
https://mailchi.mp/firstlineltd.co/posters

Training schedule announced
LKQ Euro Car Parts has published its 2022 course
schedule for its LKQ Academy, which includes more
hybrid and electric vehicle (EV) training dates than ever
before, with the parts supplier committing to upskilling
at least 3,000 technicians over the next 12 months. This
includes 2,400 training places for level three, and 600
places for level four, all of which are part of the Institute
of the Motor Industry’s (IMI) TechSafe scheme.
Bob Wiffen, workshop solutions director at LKQ Euro
Car Parts, said: “Our focus is on helping garages to
continue to run successful, competitive businesses
that are sustainable in the face of ever-changing
technology, both now and in the future.
An extensive range of courses is available to suit
technicians of all levels, along with 10 free-of-charge
skills tests so users can assess their knowledge
and build a bespoke training plan to support their
development. In-person courses run across 30 UK
training centres, alongside a suite of e-learning
programmes.
Courses can be completed and paid for on a oneoff basis, or unlimited access with a 12-month gold
membership costs £1,499 which can be paid for over
12 months. Courses available in the gold membership
include Bosch, T10, Andy Savva, Pro Moto, LUK, ZF, Our
Virtual Academy, Nissens, Electude and Bridgestone.
www.lkqacademy.com

GROWING CATALOGUE
Following the recent launch of coil springs and drivetrain
products, Apec has introduced a new range of top mounts,
designed to offer superior dampening of noise and vibration
caused by cornering, braking and uneven road surfaces.
All top mounts are tested against peak performance parameters
and are supported with a 3 Year/ 36K mile warranty.
https://apecautomotive.co.uk

ON COURSE FOR BUMPER NEW REFERENCES
Comline Auto Parts has introduced more than 150 new
references to its steering & suspension programme.
Among the range is a ball joint for a Fiat Doblo 263
(2010-onwards) and Vauxhall Corsa III diesel (2006-2015),
control arms for the Nissan X-Trail T30 (2001-2013) and
BMW 1 E81 (2006-2012), strut mounting kits for a variety
of Nissan models, Ford Transit VI (2000-2006) and Peugeot
3008 I (2009-2016).
A three-year (36,000-mile) warranty is supplied with each
component.
www.comline.uk.com

With Carwood’s
Ca
new or OE-approved reman, you’ll get a
competitively priced, sustainable part that performs just like
the OE - sometimes even better - backed by expert technical
support. For a best-practice, right-1st-time vehicle repair that
you & your customers can trust. That saves you both time &
money. And is kinder to the environment. Now that’s what we
call, doing more, for less.

Fuel injection

DPF cleaning

Turbochargers

HVAC

Rotating electrics

www.carwood.co.uk
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LIGHTING, ROTATING ELECTRICS & SENSOR
BOOST
Hella has kickstarted 2022 with a varied range of products,
including combination rear light units, starter motors,
alternators, and air mass sensors.
“HELLA is recognised as one of the world’s leading automotive
lighting specialists, both in terms of the development of
headlight technology and design solutions,” explains Senior
Head of Marketing & Communications, Helen Goldingay.
“These pioneering OE products naturally filter through to
the aftermarket, which is why we are able to introduce eight
new-to-range combination rear light units for popular BMW 3
Series (F30, F35) applications, including Sport Line and M Sport
models.”
In addition to these lighting products, it also adds several
alternators and starter motors – applications include the Audi
Q5 and SQ5 TFSI, BMW 2 Series Coupe, Mercedes S-Class and
MINI Cooper D, alongside new alternators for the Honda Jazz III
and KIA Rio 3.

DO YOU PROVIDE VISUAL HEALTH
CHECKS?

Certas Energy Lubricants has teamed up with JPS
Resources to enable its workshop customers across the UK
to provide Visual Health Checks, with the aim of helping
them to build trust with and retain customers as well as
increasing revenue.

Air mass sensors join the new additions, including references for
the BMW X5, Ford Focus IV 1.5 EcoBlue, Jaguar F-Type and Mini
Coupe John Cooper Works.
01295 662 400

 hella.sales@hella.com

guides, toolkits & templates; content ideas for promoting
VHCs locally on social media; access to simple 12-month
digital marketing plans; monthly business Q&A sessions
online (limited to 20 workshops per session) with
automotive consultants.
https://certasenergylubricants.com/visual-healthcheck

As of December 2021, workshops supplied by Certas
Energy Lubricants have been offered the Visual Health
Check (VHC) system and a monthly consultancy session on
using the software to its full potential.
Additional marketing support is available via a
membership, which includes: Step-by-step marketing
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NGK has announced a phased introduction of a wide range of
EGR valves to its NTK Vehicle Electronics brand, which will begin
with 45 references in March. This follows recent NTK launches
including camshaft & crankshaft sensors and Mass Air Flow
(MAF) and Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP) sensors.
All references undergo and pass testing carried out in extreme
conditions and OE-style accessories such as gaskets and/or
O-rings will also be included in the box.
Originally developed at the beginning of the 1970s, EGR valves
first started to be used in Europe in the 1990s to meet the ‘Euro
1’ emission standards. Today, 100 percent of diesel cars are
equipped with EGR valves and 30% of petrol cars. Many new
models will be even equipped with two EGR types (low pressure
and high pressure).

Customers will be able to locate specific references on NGK’s
‘Part Finder,’ ‘TecDoc’, MAM Autocat and ‘Catalogue’ and access
technical videos at www.ngkntk.com/uk.

COMPLETE OIL COOLER ASSEMBLIES
Nissens Automotive has extended its range of oil coolers with
versions that include additional components such as an oil filter
and housing, providing a time-saving plug-and-play solution for
workshops. The extension of the oil cooler assembly aftermarket
programme includes 13 new items in addition to an existing
range of 23 products covering a total of 220+ OE references.
The complete oil cooler assembly ensures that all the
components operate in perfect synchronisation, prolonging
the lifespan of the engine and its associated components. “We
anticipate a significant increase in demand from the market
for these oil cooler assemblies,” says Steffen Bjerg Jensen, Head
of Product Management at Nissens Automotive, “because the
complete housing version of the oil cooler unit is increasingly
attractive to workshops, as it is easier, faster, and less risky
to install, in comparison with ordering and installing the
components individually.”
Quality Engineer, Martin Ejlertsen, elaborates: “Engine
downsizing and the introduction of start-stop systems are
examples of the new technologies that we had to take into
consideration when developing our oil cooler assemblies. It is
increasingly important that our oil coolers and the connected
components in the housing are comprehensively tested to
ensure the proper functioning of the entire unit. Avoiding oil
leakage and the mixing of oil and lubricants is critical to the
smooth operation of the oil cooler assembly.

The new oil cooler assemblies are part of Nissens Automotive’s
First Fit programme, which means that they are not only
supplied with gaskets included, but with them pre-mounted
on the unit to help technicians save time during the installation
process.
https://showroom.nissens.com/oil-coolers-with-housing

Sustainable Remanufacturing
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Support:
Free life coaching
Automotive industry charity Ben has launched a new selfreferral route to access its free Life Coaching service. Anyone
who works, or has worked, in the automotive industry, can now
register for free Life Coaching sessions by completing a short
self-referral form online at https://ben.org.uk/how-we-help/
for-me/life-coaching.
The personalised Life Coaching service gives technicians and
workshop owners the opportunity to work with a qualified
professional to identify the change they’d like to see in their
lives, set goals and maximise their potential to become the
best version of themselves.
Specially trained Life Coaches will work closely with individuals
to identify the areas in their lives that they would like to
change or improve, gaining an understanding of where they
are now and finding out where they would like to be in the
future. Whether it’s improving their lifestyle or fitness, saving
for a dream home, progressing their career or simply boosting
self-confidence, Ben’s team of Life Coaches are on-hand to help
make those goals a reality.
Rachel Clift, Health & Wellbeing Director at Ben, said: “We know
that there are many people out there who feel stuck and feel
that they are not making the most out of their life. Whether
it’s a lack of confidence, time, or motivation, it’s common for
people to stand still, or stay in their comfort zones rather than
pushing themselves to make the changes that they’d like to, to
improve their quality of life.
“That is where Ben’s Life Coaching service can step in. Our
personal Life Coaches can help you figure out exactly what you
want in life and how to achieve it – they’ll be your cheerleader,
your mentor – and will also give you the encouragement you
need to keep on track.

TRAINING

“It can be so demoralising, living a life that doesn’t allow you to
achieve all that you’re capable of. Resentment, changes to your
mood and energy levels can build over time when people feel
their life has no purpose or direction. Life Coaching is a brilliant
way of tapping into your inner potential, giving you the tools
and strategies that you need to become the version of yourself
that you want to be.
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“We’re on a mission to help those who work in or have worked
in the automotive industry to live their best life, to become
more self-aware and realise their potential. We want more
people to know about Ben and the support we offer including
our exceptional Life Coaching service”
A member of the automotive community who has already
used the Life Coaching service commented: “I didn’t know
what a Life Coach was before this, and I didn’t know what to
expect. The first session blew my mind. Every week, I looked
forward to the next call – I had tasks to complete, and I
couldn't wait to have something else to achieve."

“It can be so demoralising, living
a life that doesn’t allow you to
achieve all that you’re capable
of. Resentment, changes to your
mood and energy levels can build
over time when people feel their
life has no purpose or direction.
Life Coaching is a brilliant
way of tapping into your inner
potential, giving you the tools
and strategies that you need to
become the version of yourself
that you want to be.”
If you have an idea of what you want to achieve but you’re not
sure how or where to start, or you feel motivated to take your
life in a new direction, then talking with a Life Coach could be
the solution for you. All you need is the time, commitment, and
energy to participate in the coaching sessions.
Ben’s Life Coaching service is free for anyone who works,
or has worked, in the automotive industry. You can sign up
and get started today by calling its free and confidential
helpline on 08081 311 333 and asking for ‘Life Coaching’
or by completing an easy online form at https://ben.org.
uk/how-we-help/for-me/life-coaching.

SUBSCRIBE NOW

TO RECEIVE AUTOTECHNICIAN, FREE OF CHARGE
Subscription to Autotechnician magazine is completely free of charge to independent workshops and technicians in the UK*

Registering for your free copy could not be easier, just head
to https://autotechnician.co.uk/subscribe, fill out the
brief form and you will start to receive your free copies of
Autotechnician.
Subscription to Autotechnician will give you access to all
the latest:
• Technical articles
• Industry news
• Products and equipment
• Training and events
• New car technology
• Case studies & much more!
Autotechnician is published nine times a year in a digital
format and in print quarterly, and has become a must read for
independent workshop owners and technicians across the UK.
Autotechnician is produced and written by people who are
passionate about the UK aftermarket, delivering
job-useful information in collaboration with suppliers, industry
associations and readers.

SUBSCRIBE
NOW!

to ensure you don’t
miss out on your regular
Autotechnician fix!

• You can also opt in to receive our monthly e-bulletin ‘The
Buzz’, including technical articles, product news and offers, to
assist you in growing your business and technical knowledge
• www.autotechnician.co.uk is updated daily and is home
to all of Autotechnician’s back issues, technical product
articles, Autotech assessments and a host of other job-useful
information

www.instagram.com/autotechnician_magazine
www.facebook.com/Autotechmagazine
www.youtube.com/channel/UCVpRBsEJ89t3Tfh8JrsBOxw/videos

• You can also follow Autotechnician on FaceBook and
Instagram, and view our training compilation videos on
YouTube…
* Subscription to Autotechnician and its associated brands is free of charge to independent
workshops and technicians operating within the UK, who meet the publisher’s criteria. Please go to
https://autotechnician.co.uk/subscribe for more information.

TAKE
PART*
* IN MORE
SUSTAINABILITY
boschaftermarket.co.uk
Conserving resources through reuse:
With its exchange program, Bosch is focusing
on the circular economy. By effectively reusing
the returned parts, raw materials are used
sustainably. Join in and make your contribution
to sustainability by value-based vehicle repairs
with a Bosch eXchange part.

